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The Summer Flounder, Scup and Black Sea Bass
Management Board of the Atlantic States
Marine Fisheries Commission convened in the
Edison Ballroom of the Westin Hotel,
Alexandria, Virginia, August 3, 2017, and was
called to order at 10:34 o’clock a.m. by
Chairman Michael Luisi.
CALL TO ORDER
CHAIRMAN MIKE LUISI:
Good morning
everyone, I would like to call to order the
meeting of the Summer Flounder, Scup, and
Black Sea Bass Management Board. My name is
Mike Luisi; I’m the Chairman of the Board, and
from the state of Maryland. Let me point out
before we begin that we are starting this
meeting about an hour and 15 minutes short of
when it was supposed to begin; but that does
not mean that we’ve just added an hour and 15
minutes to the agenda.
We’re going to try to maintain what originally
was set out for a two‐hour conversation and
discussion, which takes us to the point where
we can break for lunch. We did have a lunch
break scheduled as part of the agenda. If it gets
to 12:30 and we still have some work to do, we
may just take a quick break. I’ll look to the
other Commissioners to advise me on that. But
I’ve been told that we can’t let the food sit out
there forever.
We’ve got to get through our agenda and move
on to tautog; so folks can get home and catch
flights and get their travel arrangements.
APPROVAL OF AGENDA
CHAIRMAN LUISI: With all of that said, we’re
going to go to Item Number 2; which is Board
consent and approval of the agenda. Are there
any modifications, changes to the agenda?
Emerson.
MR. EMERSON C. HASBROUCK: As a holdover
from our previous Board meeting that ran until
seven or eight o’clock in the evening last time,
we didn’t have time to initiate a discussion

about the research set aside program; so I
would like to add that under other business,
please.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Yes, we’ll do that Emerson.
Thanks for bringing up that last meeting. It took
me a few minutes just to cross over the
threshold of the doors on the way in this week;
remembering the last meeting that we had last
time. Yes, we’ll add that to the list. Are there
any other changes to the agenda? Okay seeing
none; the agenda is approved by consent.
APPROVAL OF PROCEEDINGS
CHAIRMAN LUISI:
Moving on to the
proceedings from the May, 2017 meeting of this
Board, are there any changes or modifications
to the proceedings? Seeing none; consider the
proceedings approved.
That takes us to public comment. We didn’t
have anybody sign up for public comment for
items that are not on the agenda; but I’ll look to
the audience.
Is there anyone from the audience that would
like to provide public comment on items that
are not on the agenda?
UPDATE ON SUMMER FLOUNDER
RECREATIONAL WORKING GROUP
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Okay seeing none; we’re
going to move on to Item Number 4 on the
agenda; which is an Update on Summer
Flounder Recreational Working Group Kirby is
going to provide us the information for that. I
just want to thank Bob Ballou; the Vice‐Chair of
this Board for the efforts that he took in the
leadership role in providing information for the
discussions that we had this summer. With that
said, Kirby the floor is yours.
MR. KIRBY ROOTES‐MURDY: To what Mike just
mentioned, we do have a number of Summer
Flounder Recreational Working Group members
here at the table; so if there are additional
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items that I don’t touch on in my presentation
that you think need to be brought up, please
feel free to do so afterwards.
In terms of an outline, I’m going to just give
some brief background; and then get into what
the Rec Working Group discussed, and primarily
the draft prospectus document. That document
became available for the Board last week. It
was submitted in supplemental materials. We
have printouts available on the back table.
If you have not had a chance to read it yet,
please grab a copy, look it over, and you can ask
me some questions. I’m going to focus on
today primarily the short‐term‐strategy
discussion. I’m trying to look at what the
recreational management options the group
discussed for 2018, and in turn what their
overall recommendations were.
Then I’ll take any questions folks have. As it
was alluded to earlier, we had a very long
meeting in May. At the very tail end of it there
was an interest expressed in having a
Recreational Working Group reenergize from
their previous discussions in the fall, in helping
craft Addendum XXVIII; and think through
recreational management for 2018, and
possibly beyond.
The group met via conference call in June and
July of this summer. Staff presented that group
with information on recent addenda, laid out
kind of how the fishery has performed relative
to MRIP estimates; as well as trying to make
clear what the bounds we have in the
management program for what we’re able to
work under.
The draft prospectus as I said, I think lays out
very well a number of the items the group
worked through and discussed. The first thing I
just wanted to kind of make clear is that this is
really a discussion on whether to have a new
type of addendum for 2018 management.
Under that broad topic, the group was in favor
of continuing regional management in 2018; as

well as the current regional alignment that we
have in 2017.
For 2016 and 2017, we’ve had the same
regional alignment now; where you have the
regions of Massachusetts by themselves, Rhode
Island by themselves, Connecticut through New
York, New Jersey by itself, Delaware through
Virginia, and then North Carolina by itself. The
group noted there were challenges in moving to
some kind of different approach than that
regional alignment that has been in place the
last two years.
One idea was to create a coastwide set of
measures that then each state or region could
then alter to meet their needs. But it needs to
be made clear, and staff brought this up on the
call that it is not sure how that would work in
relation to our joint management plan with the
Mid‐Atlantic Council.
As many of you know, we have conservation
equivalency specific to this plan that lays out
how if there isn’t an interest to go to a
coastwide set of measures, states have either
an individual share that they can set their
measures to, or operate under the addenda’s
regional management measures. Coming up
with something where there is a coastwide set
of measures that are then adjusted for each
state or region is outside of the box of those
options. As I said, under this idea of whether or
not to initiate a new addendum for 2018, a
number of items were discussed; and I’m going
to walk through those.
The next thing was looking at the 2018
recreational harvest limit, and discussing how
to evaluate coastwide harvest. The Rec group
expressed interest in treating the coastwide
recreational harvest limit as more of a soft
target than an actual hard ceiling. That is
generally how we’ve been doing it for over the
last 20 years; where we have to set measures to
hit that RHL and not exceed it.
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Part of this argument of moving away from that
to more of a soft target is tied to recent
Technical Committee arguments on the
timeliness of data that is provided by MRIP, the
imprecision of MRIP data, and the Addendum
XXVIII process and ultimate results, as many of
you are aware of.
That approach presents challenges as well, in
trying to move to some kind of more soft target
than an actual limit; with regards to our joint
management with the Mid‐Atlantic Council and
the Council’s accountability measures, but as
well as how the Council operates in relation to
NOAA Fisheries, which is that they would set a
recommendation or make a recommendation
to NOAA Fisheries.
NOAA Fisheries then puts in place either federal
water measures or agrees with conservation
equivalent measures that the Board submits.
Coming up with an approach that basically says
that we are moving away from looking at that
RHL as the limit, and that something of a softer
target will run counter to our current practice.
One Recreational Working Group member
recommended using instead of harvest that
total fishing mortality.
That would be
encompassing the discard mortality, as well as
our A + B1 data points that were used to
evaluate harvest annually in that process; as
opposed to just harvest by itself.
Moving on, there was a move to look at all
outside of the 2018 recreational harvest limit,
should there be a consideration of having some
kind of addendum in place for two years. The
Recreational Working Group members did not
reach consensus on if there should be a new
addendum for more than one year; so just
looking at 2018 was really on everyone’s mind.
People really couldn’t get beyond that and think
about how something could be set in place for
two years. Many Rec Working Group members
indicated that if an addendum were initiated, it
needed to be crafted specifically to the 2018

RHL. With those kinds of two comments, staff
did note that the current addendum we were
working under in 2017, Addendum XXVIII, can
be extended for an additional year.
I’ll make this point throughout my presentation
that unless there is something different that the
Board wants to do, we have the flexibility to
turn through the addendum to continue much
of what is in place this year. I will note, and it’s
been a point that has been brought up at the
working group level that these recent addenda
have not laid out, in terms of regional
management, very clearly how regional
measures need to be evaluated and then
adjusted annually; based on the coastwide
harvest, because there aren’t regional targets.
We don’t set any kind of bounds around what
those measures need to normally achieve; and
then hold regions accountable. It’s really a
broad, if we think that everyone has gone
above what we projected in the harvest we
then need to adjust.
That creates a bit of ambiguity on how we’re
supposed to adjust those measures year in and
year out. Moving on to talking about evaluating
MRIP differently than just the point estimate of
harvest, which is what we generally do when
we’re talking about looking at harvest relative
to the coastwide RHL.
There was a discussion of considering
confidence intervals as MRIP estimates are
generally considered a statistic and not an
actual hard landing; looking at confidence
intervals for evaluating both 2017 harvest
relative to the RHL, as well as projecting 2018
harvest. While the Technical Committee has
lain out in previous memos an interest in
exploring this further; and there was an initial
analysis done as part of Addendum XXVIII to
make clear the challenges of setting measures
to the RHL annually.
It needs to be understood that the TC has not
had time to fully develop this type of approach.
We have really had the Technical Committee
3
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nearly every month work on some kind of set of
TACs from this Board, to try to get at either
immediate questions or policy decisions; and
there hasn’t quite been the time to fully explore
and investigate how this could further play out.
As I said, one of these big challenges is that
we’ve had fairly consistent measures for the
last three years; in terms of what the regional
measures are. Yet harvest estimates have
fluctuated significantly. In addition to that
those harvest estimates have fluctuated in
relation to the RHLs. The RHLs have not stayed
constant either; they have gone largely down
over the last three years.
But harvest has not consistently gone down by
the same degree. That creates a challenge in
trying to say if we’re setting measures to
achieve that RHL that we can evaluate it best
with a confidence interval with great certainty.
It’s just that the TC needs more time to fully
develop and explore that approach if that’s of
interest to the Board.
With all those considerations in mind, the group
recommended that in the short term, the
immediate term for this year that we maintain
evaluating preliminary harvest; as we have in
previous years, against the 2018 RHL.
Evaluating how we’re doing this year to help us
understand what we need to set measures for
next year.
The group notes that using data through Wave
4 has worked in recent years, and has been
fairly stable in making a projection on how
harvest will go through the end of the year; as
most states don’t have their fisheries open
beyond October; unless you’re considering
some of the more southern states that have
fairly small harvest, even at that point of the
year.
Continuing along with the draft prospectus,
there was other discussions on whether a
different regional alignment than what was in
Addendum XXVIII needed to be put forward. As

I said, the group could not come up with a new
approach. In moving on to thinking about
conservation equivalency, and whether there
needs to be a reconsideration of how that
works within the plan, the group really got into
the crux of the problem; which is trying to think
through a different approach that keeps the
flexibility that all the states and regions are
interested in having, but at the same time
maintaining the consistency in those regional
measures.
One of the challenges with
Addendum XXVIII was with some of the
conservation equivalency proposals that were
put forward at times.
They were either going against what the
regional measures should be, and if you have
more than one state in a region having two
separate sets of measures for two states within
a region, or three states within a region,
undermines what a region is really supposed to
be. As I said, central question is state‐by‐state
conservation equivalency; which this Board
knows very well through the plan, and having a
state target versus continuing on with regional
management that doesn’t have targets.
The group did also raise concerns about moving
to more regional targets, and there was a lot of
hesitation in actually assigning some type of
target; because many viewed that as a de facto
allocation, which in light of some of the
impending changes to MRIP estimates, Rec
Working Group members were apprehensive
about assigning at this point.
In discussing the time table of a potential
addendum, staff pointed out as I said before
that if there is no new approach that is being
put forward, or no new regional alignment, and
that we are going to maintain evaluating
harvest as we have in previous years. Starting
an addendum process sooner than we had in
recent years is not feasible; because we
inherently are waiting for that preliminary
estimate of Wave 4 data that won’t be available
until October.
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We can’t get after anything, even if there are
new ideas put forward, and these other
considerations are agreed upon by the Board;
until later this year. I will offer that one
alternative was offered after the group had
discussed it, and I didn’t get any additional
feedback on it; so I just wanted to offer it up
here, and just say that there wasn’t consensus
or group consensus on it.
But one alternative put forward was at the joint
meeting that will take place next week with the
Mid‐Atlantic Council, after setting 2018
specifications,
in
December
evaluating
preliminary 2017 estimates, and if we assume
that the 2017 harvest is equal to the RHL then
there is effectively no change in what the
measures would be for 2018.
Trying to look at this more with the confidence
interval approach, if there are higher estimates
than what we have the 2018 RHL set at, then
looking at those confidence intervals and seeing
how that estimate fares relative to those
confidence intervals. If it’s within the upper or
lower bound, and if the 2018 RHL is higher than
the upper bound of that estimate, then there
would be a difference between those two
numbers and allowing the regions to effectively
liberalize their measures.
But if the RHL is lower than what those bounds
indicate, then they would require regulations to
be more restrictive than what we have
currently in place for 2017. I’m going to briefly
talk through on these last two slides what the
long term strategy discussion was; and it was
very brief, as most of the summer flounder
discussions these days go longer than expected.
There was a discussion on undertaking the new
benchmark assessment, and that’s something
that needs to be done in order to more fully
evaluate a new management approach; in many
of the Rec Working Group members eyes. One
thing that is coming up soon, and will be
completed hopefully by summer of 2018, is
evaluating an F‐based management approach
for recreational management. The Mid‐Atlantic

Council has put out an RFP, and they’ll be going
through that process. I have my colleague Kiley
Dancy in the audience, and she may be able to
answer more questions on that time table, if
people have questions on it.
But that’s something that will feed into a longer
term strategy. The last two things we’re trying
to have, the Board, the Rec Working Group, and
the Technical Committee better understand
recreational catch and effort data; as that
seems to be one of the biggest challenges in
trying to use that information in setting annual
management measures.
The last thing was trying to better develop a
visioning process, for what the states and the
Board wants to have in place for recreational
management in the future; because many have
indicated that they don’t think that the current
system is what stakeholders are seeking to
have. In summary, the Rec Working Group did
not reach consensus on a different recreational
management approach for 2018.
As I said before, we have our three main
approaches in the tool box that we’ve used in
recent years. Annually we either want to set
coastwide set of measures, or move to
conservation equivalency. We have state‐by‐
state shares under conservation equivalency
that the states are very familiar with, or there is
the ability to extend Addendum XXVIII for one
more year. Again, an addendum is not needed
unless a different approach is preferred. With
that I’ll take any questions the Board has.
CHAIRMAN LUISI:
Clark.

Questions for Kirby, John

MR. JOHN CLARK: Thanks for the presentation,
Kirby. One of your early slides just reminded
me of something, and I hope I’m not
misinterpreting. But I thought at the Director’s
Meeting when NOAA Fisheries was explaining
how the decision was made on the New Jersey
proposal that their interpretation was that
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Magnuson‐Stevens requires a reduction in total
mortality.
They recommend to the Secretary that the
discard measures that New Jersey was taking
would help reduce mortality. When you had
that point here, and once again other people
that were at that meeting, if I’m misinterpreting
something please let me know. But I’m just
curious as to whether that could help in our
regulation process if we would get credit for
reducing discard mortality as New Jersey did. I
mean, if I recall that was a legal interpretation
of Magnuson‐Stevens.
MR. ROOTES‐MURDY: I wasn’t at that meeting,
so I’m going off of what you’re asking now. I
will point out, and as I said my colleague Kiley
from the Council is in the audience and she can
help better explain this if I mess up. We
account for projected discards, both on the
commercial and the recreational side; in setting
what the RHL is annually.
Currently we do account for that in our annual
process, aside from setting the measures to
specify harvest. While there could be an effort
to further evaluate total fishing mortality; and
again that term is a little vague, depending on
what we actually are talking about. That could
be further encompassed into our annual
measure‐setting process, which as I said is
different than where we set our specifications
annually in August.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: John, follow up?
MR. CLARK: Just to follow up on that, Kirby. I’m
just curious as to, I know that the discard
mortality is already worked into the model, but
does this mean that if we said we were taking
similar measures, you know like an educational
program. Russ showed me some of the hooks
that were being distributed, things like that.
That we could reduce the discards; that factor
in the model, and therefore there would be
more flounder that could go to harvest.

MR. ROOTES‐MURDY: I will give you my best
answer on this. We had a Technical Committee
review of New Jersey’s proposal; and I’ll point
out that one of the big challenges with that
proposal for the Technical Committee was
quantifying how their proposed measures were
going to reduce their discard mortality by
approximately 2 percent.
That is something the Technical Committee
could look into further. But it is a challenge to
try to develop a set of measures that we think is
going to go against established research that it
indicates what discard mortality is for summer
flounder recreational measures.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: John, one more follow up
and then I’ve got a comment I can also make.
MR. CLARK: Like I said, I understand that. I
know we examined this thoroughly. As far as
I’m concerned, NOAA Fisheries kind of
inadvertently opened this can of works; and I’m
just wondering, there are so many arbitrary
aspects of this management at this point that
even just lowering discard mortality by a couple
of percentages could help all states have more
to harvest.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Thanks for those comments,
John. I’ll just add I think, the actions that have
happened over the course of this last year have
provided me at least, in my mind, a sense of
some gained flexibility to how we can make a
proposal to NOAA regarding conservation
equivalency measures. Kirby mentioned in his
presentation that there was one alternative
approach; which included confidence intervals
and the use of previous years catch.
In my mind those are all methodologies that we
now may be able to explore a little more
thoroughly. While the Technical Committee
review had to report on the New Jersey’s
proposal from last year as it did. The Technical
Committee may need to start thinking and
evolving a little bit with some of these changes
and some of these decisions that are being
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made outside of the Commission process.
That’s how I see it, John. Roy Miller.
MR. ROY W. MILLER:
Kirby, in your
summarization, thank you.
I didn’t hear
mention with regard to regionalization, of this
concept of Delaware Bay specific regional
allocation standards. Did that particular topic,
since that has been an important topic over the
past couple years, for New Jersey’s
consideration of equity within the Delaware Bay
region. Did that come up in your working
group?
MR. ROOTES‐MURDY: No, it wasn’t a specific
discussion item by the group. I will note that it
was generally understood as being in the
regional discussion of New Jersey having a set
of different measures for Delaware Bay specific
in the last two years; but there was no
discussion of an allocation for that shared water
body between the two states, or an allocation
for just that water body.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Jim Gilmore.
MR. JAMES J. GILMORE, JR.: I’m just looking, in
terms of the third option. That is sort of the
regional management option; and right now I
don’t think we have regional management any
more. I mean the reality is you have regional
management for the southern states, for
Delaware south it’s regional.
Once you get north, with the exceptions of
Connecticut and New York, I mean everything is
sort of like it’s almost state by state again. I
don’t even think that could be an option;
because right now, correct me if I’m wrong, but
we would have to adopt Addendum XXVIII or
continue it exactly with the measures we have.
We couldn’t modify those.
For instance, I’m not sure the measures in there
right now are different for when those
measures were put forward, New Jersey, New
York, Connecticut were in a region. Now there
are different measures in New Jersey; so if we

go back to those measures that were originally
in there. Then again, we’re going to have to see
what harvest is, because I think Jersey rolled
the dice and hopefully it will work out for them.
But if it turns out that there is excessive harvest
because of that so that doesn’t even look like
Addendum XXVIII is an option.
Regional
management isn’t even on the table anymore,
unless we start a new addendum, is my
understanding. I don’t know how we would
even continue XXVIII, because it’s really very
different from what we originally agreed on;
and what we actually have right now.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Thanks for those comments,
Jim. I think staff and we may disagree just
slightly on whether or not Addendum XXVIII is
still a viable option for continuation. I think it
has more to do with the structure of XXVIII, the
regions as they’re designed, or whether or not
the regional approach of XXVIII would need to
be modified to the degree we would need to
start a new addendum. But I’ll look to Kirby to
help explain.
In my view XXVIII, we can get into XXVIII again,
and modify regulations between the regions
and the states; to come up with a new plan, as
new data become available in ’17, to address
whether either a liberalization or restrictions in
the next year. We’re going to have to look at
that; and I think that’s the mechanism that we
have some flexibility now to work with, those
methodologies.
But the point Kirby made, and I think the thing
that we need to be thinking about as a Board is,
do we want to deviate from that regional
approach that we’ve used now for the last few
years? If so, if something is going to be entirely
new, we need to initiate an addendum; and
that addendum might need to be initiated
today. But if we want to use what we have in
place and make changes, we can do that with
an extension of XXVIII and just an evaluation of
new data. Kirby, if I missed anything, please
feel free to add.
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MR. ROOTES‐MURDY: No, I think you captured
it well. Just again in summary, we have if you
want to keep the same regions in place for
2018, we can do that through Addendum XXVIII.
The language in the addendum from staff’s
standpoint is that the measures can be adjusted
for 2018, to try to hit the 2018 RHL.
CHAIRMAN LUISI:
Are there any other
questions for Kirby? Adam Nowalsky.
MR. ADAM NOWALSKY: Building on that
methodology that we keep hearing about. I feel
like the Working Group, having been a part of it
in a number of calls, and quite frankly us as a
Board, I feel like we’re wading through a forest
of fruit trees; just trying to find the best tree
that we could get some low‐hanging fruit off of.
It’s hard. We spent a lot of time in that forest
already, and we’ve picked a lot of fruit from the
trees; quite frankly. But the methodologies
element is something that clearly is an area that
when you looked at the addendum last year, we
basically were able to put forward an
addendum that the Service accepted that
deviated from needing to meet to the number
RHL, it was a 43 percent number we were
looking at.
We were able to put forward something
different. The Service has clearly indicated
they’re willing to look at confidence intervals;
New Jersey’s proposal from last year with total
fishing mortality that there were comments
from the Service at the Directors Meeting. We
have all these different methodologies that are
out there, another alternative put forward here.
How can we direct the TC, between now and
December to try to hone in on a couple of those
methodologies to give us something different?
The FMP says you must design measures to
meet the RHL in a given year, but is silent on the
mechanism for doing so. We’ve gotten into the
practice of comparing only to last year’s
harvest; which at the time we’re doing it is
preliminary in nature and estimated. How do

we start getting some solid advice on saying
here are some other proposals we as a TC
endorse for you to look at as a Board, for
crafting measures to meet the RHL?
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Well, Adam I think in the
experience that we’ve all gone through this
year, we have a lot of different tools that we
can use. What we ultimately decide to use, I
guess will be a decision that this Board will have
to make. I don’t know if there is a strict
definition of methodology that we need to
follow.
In working through this previous year, and
discussing with Commission and Council staff,
and folks from GARFO. When the Council and
the Commission decide that the states are going
to manage summer flounder through
conservation equivalency, it’s up to the states
to present what that conservation equivalency
is; and be confident in conservation equivalency
in achieving next year’s RHL.
How that justification or argument is made is up
to the Commission. As you know last year the
Commission made an argument, and it was
supported by NOAA ultimately, which was a
different argument than what we’ve used in the
past. I would like to say that we have a clear,
defined path on using the different methods to
achieve the desired result. But I don’t think
that we have that at this time. Again, I’ll look to
Kirby to add to the discussion; Kirby.
MR. ROOTES‐MURDY: Yes, one of the things
the Technical Committee is going to need
direction from this Board on is if there is an
interest in doing something other than our
standard methodology of evaluating harvest to
the RHL; that there is agreement from the
Board on that. Because one of the challenges
we have, and we dealt with this this year in
evaluating the New Jersey proposal is that if
there is a different approach used, coming up
with a sense of what is conservationally
equivalent becomes very problematic; because
it could be very relative. Having agreement
8
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from the Board and effectively the states on
what they want to use; is what the TC is going
to need some clarity from the Board on.
Because if it’s left to every state coming up with
what they think is their best idea, then that
might be difficult to come to consensus on an
approach.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Rob O’Reilly.
MR. ROB O’REILLY: Maybe a question, but
some comments also if I may. The question is
during one of the Working Group calls I was
asking about the regionalization of the data.
For many, many years we’ve always heard that
coastwide data are the best; in terms of the
precision, and it filters downward from there to
the state level.
I asked on the call, as a matter of fact the last
call, if there was a regional dataset that was
used for those states that are in regions; and
I’m aware that some states are a region unto
themselves. The answer was yes, but then after
that someone was talking to me from the
Committee and said; no we just sort of blend
together the estimates.
I don’t know what the answer is, but I know
that perhaps one small element might be to
make sure that when we look at the regions we
look at the collective or pooled data, and go
from there; regardless of whether we end up
with confidence limits, or variations in the lower
bounds of the PSE, or standard deviation, or the
actual mean statistic, which is the landings.
That is kind of a question.
I think it’s solid enough that Kirby probably can
answer it in a second; but I wanted to make a
comment or two as well. Kirby had put up
there from the call the concerns about de facto
targets. I might be in the minority, but we
really don’t have targets, and I hear other
members of the Board talking about targets; as
if we really have targets, and we don’t.

We were told from the very beginning in 2013
that we don’t have targets. This is a quasi‐
coastwide approach. When there are problems,
we will figure things out on a coastwide basis,
and alter regulations for regions as they’re
needed. Then we sailed through 2014 and ’15.
But the problem is maybe worse than the 1998
dilemma that many have found; in that we have
simply shifted fish for landings from other
states, starting in 2014 with the 2013 dataset.
Each year those states which because of the
way things are with the stock, having
underages, those fish are just moved. My major
concern is we’ll reach a point where the stock
will start to rebuild. It’s not in need of
rebuilding yet, but we don’t have the next
assessment either, the benchmark. But we’re
perilously close to a rebuilding frame.
My concern is what happens then? What
happens to the states from Delaware south
especially, and even New Jersey that will be in a
situation where there is this holding on to what
the targets are. That is for consideration. The
second consideration is from 2014 I have been
asking for a contingency plan.
What happens, where’s our menu of provisions
that when we have problems with regional
management that we have a menu? We have
one, two, three different options that the Board
can agree on as to how things will occur. Will
there be any liberalization? How will the
reductions go? Who will take the reductions?
We haven’t done that because obviously each
year has been filled with enough technical work
that we really haven’t had the ability to sit
down our Technical Committee and go that
next step.
But I still think it’s needed;
regardless of where we go from here.
The only thing that I’m comfortable with now is
that we do have the Option 5, we do have
Addendum XXVIII, and at least if you talk about
fairness, I’m sure there are some states that
didn’t like to go up in the size limit. But there
are many states who felt, well you know what,
9
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this stock is not doing that well, and I think we
can do that and we can keep our bag limit, our
possession limits at a relatively low level.
I conclude that we do have the ability to move
forward with Addendum XXVIII provisions. I still
have concerns about the other items that I
mentioned, and I think that at some time they
really need to be looked at closely; because we
have
essentially
developed
regional
management starting in 2013, on the heels of a
stock decline, which has continued.
I think it should be apparent that with any type
of rebuilding, any type of stock growth, things
are going to change. They may not necessarily
change with exactly the pictures that we’ve had
of our surveys over the last few years. I
appreciate the time. They are concerns I have.
They are workable concerns; they are things
that can be worked out. For the immediate
future we do need to worry about 2018. Again,
I think we’re on the right track that way for
2018; and if Kirby wants to answer that
question that’s okay.
MR. ROOTES‐MURDY: Generally speaking yes,
you can pool data at a regional level and the
associated proportional standard error is lower;
depending on how you are trying to pool that
data, in terms of those regions. I think you
might get different PSEs, but I would have to
consult with the Technical Committee members
before I could get you a straighter answer on
that.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Thanks Kirby, and Rob to
your point regarding some differences and
things that we can look at for the future. Just
keep in the back of your mind that this
Commission and work is working with the
Council on a comprehensive amendment to the
summer flounder plan.
The recreational aspects of that amendment
have been put on hold, until we have the new
benchmark assessment, until MRIP has
recalibrated landings data so that we have a

basis to work from. Perhaps some of the
thoughts that you have can be factored into
that process; which again is not a short term
but more of a long term solution. Chris
Batsavage.
MR. CHRIS BATSAVAGE: Kirby, when you were
going over the short term options for coastwide
measures, I thought you said that it would have
a base set of measures that the states could; I
guess craft something from that. Did the
Workgroup give any hypothetical examples of
what that might look like?
MR. ROOTES‐MURDY: For summer flounder we
didn’t get into specifics on how they would
apply to, again the coastwide set of states;
because as we know there are very different
measures currently, depending on where you
are on the coast.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Tom Fote.
MR. THOMAS P. FOTE: What has concerned me
on summer flounder for the last couple of years
are that we keep talking about we might have
to rebuild; like Rob was talking about. We are
at the highest levels for the last five or six years,
or seven years that summer flounder has been
recorded that we have documents for; and
recruitment has steadily gone down.
It is difficult to understand how we can have
fish that when we started at the rebuilding
period we had ones, twos and threes, and most
of those ones and twos; and they rebuilt the
stocks and had great recruitment. It was when
we started getting from ones to twelve that we
seemed to be getting into problems.
I mean those big females are still out there,
they’re just not producing. Is it on the summer
flounders fault or is on environmental issues?
My question has been, because we would have
been coming back for a couple years now
because of poor recruitment, and it doesn’t
have any effect on whether we get good
recruitment the following year.
10
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As a matter of fact the last benchmark stock
assessment says recruitment is not tied to the
spawning stock biomass once you’re above a
certain level. That is why I think we need to
start looking at this fishery a little differently.
The other thing is, when we do striped bass we
know we were always going to have higher
hook and release mortality; or be at the same
level as the fish we keep. That is historically
what happened.
That is changing a little bit, because they can’t
fish for summer flounder, black sea bass, and
now everybody’s talking striped bass, as some
people are in there targeting it as a food fish a
lot differently than was harvested 15 or 20
years ago, when it was mostly a catch and
release fishery. But summer flounder, black sea
bass and scup are not catch and release
fisheries; they’re catch and eat.
We’ve got to figure out more ways of getting
the discards down, or how do we accomplish
that; of not throwing 20 to 1, 15 to 1, 19 to 1,
and that’s what most guys are doing is up to 30
to 1 sometimes you’ve got to keep a fish. Even
at the 18 inch size limit in New Jersey, from
what I’m hearing from the guys, they said they
are not just getting any keepers anyway. They
are just hooking and releasing a lot of fish to
feed to the hook and release mortality.
I guess my last point is I’ve supported
regionalization, if it’s done under a region that
fishes the same. When you get put in a region
that has different types of fisheries than you do,
and fish on big fish and have the fish available,
but we should look at regions that are basically
the same bottom.
When you go look at New Jersey and almost all
south, you have to go a long way to get 120 feet
of water. When I lived and fished on Long
Island Sound, you just couldn’t go up the bank a
couple of feet and you would get deeper water
than that. You get it up in New York also on the
north shore. We should be looking at regions

that have the same size fish to do it regionally,
and the same availability of those fish.
Sometimes we looked at north and south, but
actually true it’s the bays and the coast that
have different size limits. It’s like Maryland; you
go fishing on the coast you’re going to see
bigger summer flounder on the coast than you’ll
probably ever see inside the Bay. If we’re going
to talk about regionalization, let’s talk about
real regionalization; and that means we have to
cross state lines. People are scared about doing
that so if it’s a law enforcement problem or not,
we’ve done it in New Jersey. We did it with
striped bass years ago, and it works. You’ve got
to enforce the rules; that’s all it is. If that is the
way we want to go, we’ve got to look at true
regionalization, not just lumping states
together.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: I think we’ve had a decent
discussion here regarding the question that
Kirby asked, whether or not the Board would
want to move forward in an entirely new
direction. I’m not getting the sense from the
comments and some of the questions that have
been asked if that is the intention of the Board.
With that said, I’m taking it that this Board
would like to continue to work within the
confines of Addendum XXVIII, and explore
possible methodologies that would address
catch in 2017 as it relates to the 2018 RHL.
Unless somebody has a different idea, or wants
to make a motion to the effect of initiating a
new addendum, again which would entirely
shift away from the regional approach to
something new. I think it’s time that we move
on in our agenda to the next discussion. John
Clark.
MR. CLARK: Mike, just a question. In terms of
things like the F‐based management, we don’t
have the data, right? I mean some of these
ideas that came up we can’t go to them at this
point, because we don’t have the information.
CHAIRMAN LUISI:
Well, the F‐based
management approach is something that’s
11
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being explored right now through an RFP at the
Council level. I spoke just a little while ago with
Kylie and Brennan about where that’s going;
and there is a Steering Committee evaluating
the proposals on whether or not an F‐based
approach would be something that we could
implement for the future.

everybody wants, which is to have the same
regulations for several years at a time; but
we’ve tried to do that and each time it seems
like we get these decisions that we have to cut,
and we can’t keep the regulations. Anything we
can do to get us in that direction would be
great.

But right now those tools are not part of what
we can package together, and the reason is due
to some of the challenges that we have in
managing this jointly with the Council.
Magnuson directs more of what we have to do,
with the Council actions as well, rather than just
being able to incorporate something like that
with the Commission. Toni, did you have
something to add?

CHAIRMAN LUISI: Okay I’m going to move on.
Adam, do you have something?

MS. TONI KERNS: I was just going to say Kirby
and I did have a conversation with Jason
McNamee, and he is going to look at some stuff
for us; to see if there is anything that we can do
within our packaging abilities with some of the
thoughts that he had. He’ll come back and get
to us on whether or not there is anything he
thinks that we can work around; and bring that
back to the Board. But that I think, the stuff
that he can potentially may or may not be able
to come up with, would work within the bounds
of this regional management approach.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: What I’ve also heard from
Council staff is that the Steering Committee, as
they’re reviewing this idea; that we may be able
to work within the guardrails that we’re under,
in a way that we could change some of the
policy at the Council level with some of these
flexibility ideas that we may not actually be in
an F‐based approach, but something similar
under the current guidelines. Again that was
the conversation I had an hour ago, and we
could further develop that as we continue to
meet. John.
MR. CLARK: That would be great, thank you,
Mike. Right now it just seems like we get in a
straightjacket every year.
Obviously the
Working Group came up with the idea that

MR. NOWALSKY: Yes, I don’t understand how
we can say we’re going to continue under
Addendum XXVIII. Are we saying we’re just
going to continue under the idea of the Option
5 that was approved; and that’s the
management paradigm we’re going to look at,
or are we saying that later this year we’re going
to go back and look at the options again from
Addendum XXVIII, and pick one?
If we are just saying we’re going to use Option
5, which is what we approved, Option 5 lays out
the concept for a one‐inch size limit increase.
That is what Option 5 says; which to me would
say that we’re sitting here right now, and even
though we don’t know what change in
measures we may or may not need to make.
We’re going with a one‐inch size limit increase.
It doesn’t give any flexibility from where I’m
sitting to other size increases if needed, no size
increase and change in seasons. I’m trying to
understand how we could use that option; and
how prescriptive it was, because we knew what
we needed to do last year, how we could sit
here and say this is the path we’re going to
move forward with. Unless you can give me
something substantial to say this is how we’re
going to apply it, if say we should be able to
liberalize or something else; then I’m prepared
to make a motion to initiate another
addendum.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Kirby.
MR. ROOTES‐MURDY: As we discussed before,
the addendum lays out what the measures are
12
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for 2017. It also, because it has the option to
extend it an additional year, it lays out that
based on harvest and the 2018 RHL, we can
adjust those measures to meet the 2018 RHL.
As I also made clear earlier, it does not provide
great guidance on how that happens; but it
does allow for the flexibility of those regional
measures to be adjusted for 2018, to meet the
2018 RHL.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Bob Ballou.
MR. ROBERT BALLOU: I was going to say exactly
what Kirby just said. I’m reading from the
Addendum right now. There is a section at the
end; Management for 2018, and it says exactly
what Kirby just said. This really responds to
both Jim Gilmore’s comments earlier and
Adam’s comments just now.
I think that room to maneuver within the
parameters of Addendum XXVIII is there. I’m
glad we put it forward in the way that we did;
to enable us to not just roll it forward, but to
roll it forward perhaps with some adjustments
made within the framework. I do agree that it’s
best to stick with this, continue it for 2018; and
look to the Technical Committee to offer up
some various approaches for how we might
address setting the regulations for next year.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Toni.
MS. KERNS: Just to make it super clear to
everyone. What it’s holding on to is the
regional boundaries; and you’re adjusting your
measures. Those regional boundaries are fixed.
If you want to change those boundaries then
we would have to make a change through an
addendum.

there. I think the only way to continue that
process would be through another addendum;
correct? Is there any mechanism through
Addendum XXVIII that would allow for New
Jersey to have separate measures the way we
have at this point?
MS. KERNS: I don’t see that. No. I mean you
can have your breakout as you do, having the
Delaware Bay separate, as we have already
done in the past couple years. But if you want
to have it completely, entirely different
management measures; then no, you’re no
longer in that addendum.
MR. NOWALSKY: Then I have no choice but to
make a motion to initiate Addendum XXXI; is
that what we’re looking at, an addendum, for
2018 management that would use the options
for regions from Addendum XXVIII, and include
an option for New Jersey as its own region, and
would maintain New Jersey with no more than
a one‐inch size difference from New York and
Connecticut.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: All right let’s get that on the
board, before I look for a second, just to make
sure it’s clear as you’ve proposed, Adam. Just
give us a second. Go ahead, John.
MR. CLARK: Just a question. I thought we, in a
way, already broke New Jersey out as a region;
because didn’t they have to be a region to have
a separate size limit for Delaware Bay, so aren’t
they technically a region right now?

CHAIRMAN LUISI: Thanks for that clarification,
Toni. Adam.

MR. ROOTES‐MURDY: They are. But one of the
challenges that we have had, and part of why
Addendum XXVII specified New Jersey’s
measures, and Addendum XXVIII to be similar
for the northern part of the state to New York is
the volume of harvest that comes from the
state.

MR. NOWALSKY: Based on that Mr. Chairman, I
have no choice, and given the fact that we now
have New Jersey broken out as its own region.
However we got there that’s where we’ve got

Trying to develop a set of measures that both
constrains effectively the former region of
Connecticut through New Jersey’s harvest that
largely dictates what the coastwide harvest
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would be, was the guiding principal there.
Choosing to do something different, where the
minimum size is different between those
neighboring and boundary regional states
would be different than what we have in
Addendum XXVIII.
MR. CLARK: Sorry, but it wouldn’t be allowed,
even though they are a region?
MS. KERNS: I think what Kirby is saying is that
the Addendum specifies that the northern end
of New Jersey has to be the same size limit as
and the same measures, bag and season, as its
northern counterparts. While they are, it has
this locked in specificity there.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: All right, before I entertain
any additional comments or questions on the
motion; Adam, does the motion reflect your
interest?
MR. NOWALSKY:
Yes, and that point
specifically; that one line that appears under
Option 5 that causes us to maintain those same
size limit, bag limit, and number of days. Even
though we’re a different region on paper, is
what this motion would give New Jersey the
needed flexibility for.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: With that clarification, I’ll
look for a second. Is there a second to the
motion on the floor? Okay seeing no second;
the motion fails for lack of a second. Nicola.
MS. NICOLA MESERVE: I am looking at the
Addendum, and I’m looking for where it says
that New Jersey has to have the same
regulations as the states to the north for its
coastal waters; and it doesn’t say that I don’t
believe. It establishes the regions with New
Jersey as itself. It establishes that we’re moving
away from the 1990‐based allocations; that
regulations are set to not exceed the next year’s
RHL.
I didn’t second Adam’s motion, because I don’t
think it’s necessary, because I think the
flexibility already is there for New Jersey to

have its own regulations, because it is specified
as its own region there. I think I just have a
different interpretation than staff on this one. I
don’t know if more discussion of it is necessary.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Thanks for that Nicola, and I
think in my sidebar here with Kirby. Kirby is
telling me that he believes that there is the
flexibility to allow this within the Addendum.
Bob Ballou.
MR. BALLOU: I was going to echo what you just
said, and picking up on Nicola’s comment. I
mean it is absolutely true that it specifies that
the regions are broken out, and New Jersey is
identified as a standalone region. Then if you
move down in the Addendum to Table 5, which
is titled Example 2017 regional management
measures.
There is an asterisk next to New Jersey, and the
asterisk reads New Jersey, east of the COLREGs
at Cape May, will have management measures
consistent with the northern region of
Connecticut and New York. I think therein lies
the point that has been made. But I think there
might be some room to move there.
I mean first of all that is under example
measures, it isn’t necessarily specified above,
and consistent doesn’t necessarily mean
identical. I agree with Nicola’s comment that
there might be some room to move in the
existing Addendum that would not require us to
do a new one.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: In moving forward, I’m just
going to go on the record to say that we’ve had
the discussion and we feel that there is the
ability for some flexibility with the current
Addendum as it stands. We had a motion that
did not get a second, and it failed for lack of a
second. At this time, seeing no other hands; I’m
going to go ahead and move on to the next
agenda topic, if that’s okay with you guys.
Our next agenda item Number 6, we’re skipping
lunch, but we will get lunch in a little while.
14
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We’re going to Review the 2017 Black Sea Bass
Recreational Measures; and Kirby has a
presentation for this. As you will remember,
actions that were taken back in February would
establish the ’17 recreational measures for
black sea bass as a status quo from the 2016
measures; in an attempt to achieve the
necessary RHL. New information that was
available to us in May caused the Board to take
additional action to establishing a five‐fish bag
limit for certain states in the north for Wave 6.
It has been asked of me to bring this discussion
back to the table; and I’m going to turn to Kirby
for the presentation.

REVIEW OF 2017 BLACK SEA BASS
RECREATIONAL MEASURES
MR. ROOTES‐MURDY: I’m going to go through
black sea bass management measures for Wave
6 this year. Just to give the group some
background again. At the joint meeting in
February, 2017, there was a move to increase
the 2017 RHL from 2.82 million pounds to 4.29
million pounds.
The Board and Council approved status quo
federal measures, with the understanding that
the northern region states of Massachusetts
through New Jersey would maintain 2016
harvest levels in 2017. At the joint meeting in
May, final 2016 estimates came out; and
indicated that they had exceeded both the 2016
RHL and they were also above the 2017
recreational harvest limit.
In turn the Board moved to reduce the
possession limits for the states of Rhode Island
through New Jersey to five fish for Wave 6. I’ve
got up here on the Board now what that
change, based on the Board action, would do
for a number of states. As you can see we’ve
got a change then what was in place in 2016 for
a number of states.

As you can see for New York and New Jersey, as
well as Rhode Island, it further separates what
some of their fall measures would be in Wave 6.
It goes from say in Rhode Island, what had been
a seven‐fish‐possession limit through the end of
the year; it becomes five fish from November
1st onward, same for Connecticut, New York
and New Jersey.
Following the Board meeting there was analysis
done; as it should be noted that the Board at
the time did not know what that reduction
would be from taking that five‐fish‐possession
limit reduction. The analysis indicated that it
would be an approximate 5 percent reduction
coastwide; in terms of harvest. It should also be
noted that following that Board meeting, many
of those states have not implemented the
change in their 2017 Wave 6 measures as of
yet.
The next slide I’ve got up here shows what that
reduction calculation is; and it shows that in
numbers of fish, which is what we generally try
to evaluate harvest on to make changes in
measures, has different levels of reduction in
that wave for these states. But coastwide it
results in an approximate 5 percent reduction
for the projected harvest this year. With that
I’ll take any questions Board members have.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Okay, I’ll look around the
table for questions, specific questions to Kirby’s
presentation on the data as it’s displayed. John
Clark.
MR. CLARK: Just out of curiosity, what is the
RHL for 2017?
MR. ROOTES‐MURDY: John, I have it in another
slide, so apologies for that. The 2017 RHL is
approximately, I believe it is 4.29 million
pounds.
MR. CLARK: Will this change keep us under the
RHL?
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MR. ROOTES‐MURDY: With the 5 percent
reduction will that get us under the 2017 RHL?
MR. CLARK: Yes.
MR. ROOTES‐MURDY:
projected harvest.

No.

Not based on

CHAIRMAN LUISI: David Bush.
MR. DAVID BUSH: Just a quick question. Is this
overage that we’re looking at the overage that
was based on the highly contested MRIP
estimates that we saw from New York, from the
private shore‐based mode?
CHAIRMAN LUISI: That’s correct. If you
remember, I’ll just add while I’m looking around
the room for any hands. You know part of the
discussion that we had in May had to do with
what NOAA would do, as a result of the Board
taking no action. The Board took action as a
result of the new MRIP information, the final
data as it came out; and that action was not
understood.

20 to 30,000 black sea bass in that wave for
many years, and then all of a sudden we get a
new 300 something, an order of magnitude
higher harvest in that one.
We got one outlier data point, which we were
trying to make an argument that we’re thinking
maybe it has to do more with MRIP, and maybe
it would be higher, but that just didn’t seem to
make any sense. But Mike’s right. There was a
concern back then, I think based upon some
states seeing that one data point; was it real?
Then on top of that there was a concern that
NOAA Fisheries hadn’t filed their rules yet.
There was a sense at the meeting in May that
we needed to do something. Unfortunately
what we ended up doing was that we started
doing arbitrary things, which we tend to do in
situations like that; just as a general rule we’ve
got to stop doing.

There was a concern, I guess. I know that folks
in the southern region were concerned about
actions taken by NOAA as it related to the
Commission taking no action. Now we have all
the information in front of us; and we need to
decide whether or not we want to maintain this
approach for Wave 6, or consider some
alternative. Jim Gilmore.

I mean we’ve gotten into trouble with Jonah
crab and things like that; where we need to
have analysis. At that point, the thing was for
the northern states we would just reduce the
bag limit by cutting it down to five fish for those
northern states; with no analysis. We went
back and looked at it, and tried to come up
with, well is this going to be meaningful or not?
The analysis you have on the board really shows
that it comes out to be, it’s less than a 5 percent
reduction. If you look at the error, in terms of
just the assessments, MRIP, whatever, this is
well within that error. Then you start factoring
into, we have a 240 percent above the target
right now that we’ve got an extremely healthy
fishery. What we did in May just seemed to be
a reaction to do something; which I don’t think
we needed to do. Now we’re penalizing
fishermen in that northern region; who are
struggling.

MR. GILMORE: On that just let me maybe go
back a little bit to the May meeting. I think
Mike made some good points. To your point
also, we essentially had one data point that was
highly inflated. We had been averaging maybe

I mean the fluke harvest in New York is horrible
this year. They’re struggling to keep going, and
now they’re well aware of how many black sea
bass are out there; and we’re about to cut their
bag limit in Wave 6 for no reason, quite frankly.

We didn’t have the information at the time in
May to understand what that reduction in
Wave 6 bag limit for those states would cause
on a coastwide level. We now know that
information, and since May NOAA has put forth
their final rule to establishing federal waters
measures for the rest of this year.
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We hear it all the time is that every time we see
a reduction in the stock or whatever, you guys
are like that. You’re ready to cut us back.

May, the projected overage has been reduced
from 17.3 percent down to 5. Do I understand
that correctly?

But the minute we see growth and
liberalization, it’s like well we take days or
whatever. We’re doing punitive actions on this,
quite frankly. Lastly, I mean we kind of all
agreed yesterday on the Lobster Board. We
spent hours discussing about what we were
going to do, and then we came up with, well 5
percent; and we all pretty much agreed.

CHAIRMAN LUISI: I don’t think and I can’t
confirm the 17 percent, but let’s just say that’s
what it was. The action we took in May would
reduce that now to 12 percent. It’s the
additional 5 percent. I think to Jim’s point. The
reason why it was 17 percent in the first place
had to do with what is believed to be an
estimate from MRIP that is grossly unbelievable
in some ways. We have to decide if that 17
percent is a true need, or was that a reflection
of the MRIP estimate as it was reported; any
other questions for Kirby? Adam.

We’re not doing anything with 5 percent, it’s
irrelevant. We sort of killed that addendum
yesterday for them. At this point that 5 percent
or less than 5 percent reduction is really not
going to do anything in this fishery. We don’t
think it’s going to have any real impact; in terms
of the stock. But it is going to have economic
impact on several states. With that I have a
motion when you’re ready, Mr. Chairman;
unless you want to take some more comments.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: I’m sorry, Jim. I missed the
last point you made.
MR. GILMORE: I was up to the point where I
was moving it along to make a motion, so
unless you want to take more comments; or
would you like me to offer a motion now?
CHAIRMAN LUISI: I didn’t see any additional
questions regarding Kirby’s presentation. But
Bob may have one. We’ll just finish with
questions, then I’ll turn to you if you have a
motion that you would like to make. Bob.
MR. BALLOU: I’m sorry if this is not a focused
question. I’m still suffering from Menhaden
hangover. But I do remember, I think I
remember at that infamous meeting in May or
our past meeting. We were looking at a 17.3
percent projected overage in 2017; which led to
the response to initiate the action that we took,
with regard to the Wave 6 reductions. Now
we’re looking at a 5 percent.
Am I
understanding that via the action we took in

MR. NOWALSKY: I’ll take that question one
step further. Looking at New York Wave 6
estimates, 2012, 1,400 fish, 2013, 8,600 fish,
2014, 2,000 fish; you get the gist here, 2016,
306,000 fish. These numbers were calculated,
comes up with a Wave 6 reduction of 227
percent. If you actually look at more recent
logical harvest that number is likely in the low
thousands, which would make this actual
percent reduction less than 1 percent. Did the
TC actually look at any recent harvest numbers,
to say based on recent harvest this is what the
reduction could be, or they solely looked at that
one year, came up with a 227,000 fish reduction
when I could probably pull up 15 years of MRIP
data and not get 227,000 fish harvested in New
York in Wave 6?
MR. ROOTES‐MURDY: That was just based on
2016 data.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: It’s a good point, Adam,
thank you. All right, seeing no other questions;
oh I’m sorry, I had one more. Nicola Meserve.
MS. MESERVE: I just wanted to follow up on
what you said about the timing of the federal
rules being set this year. Did you say that
NOAAs decision to set their federal rules was
based on the 5‐fish bag limit for Wave 6, and if
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so would our changing that cause NOAA to
reconsider the federal rules measures?
CHAIRMAN LUISI: I can’t speak for NOAA, and
I’ll look down the table in a second here. But
what I will say is that in the discussions that I
had with GARFO before that meeting, they
were waiting for action by the Commission
before they went forward with their final rule.
Lindsey, I make look down the table to any
comment that you have about if this Board
were to consider reversing its decision, based
on this analysis and points that were made
around the table so far. Would we expect that
a rule change, given that it’s August and the
fishery will be over in December?
MS. LINDSAY FULLENKAMP: I think you’re right
on the timeline it would certainly be tight. I
don’t know the answer to that. You’ve said that
status quo was maintained in federal waters;
based on the decision to implement the more
restrictive possession limit. I just don’t know
moving forward.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Thank you for that. Kirby has
a clarification on the percent reduction.
MR. ROOTES‐MURDY: Bob Ballou spoke to this
before. Based on final 2016 numbers, the 2017
reduction, in order to hit the RHL, was
approximately 17.3 percent. Again that was
based on final numbers.
The 5 percent
reduction would knock that down to closer to
12 percent; that would still be the difference
between our 2017 RHL and what our projected
harvest is. But again that is based on just 2016;
with no smoothing or adjustment of New York’s
Wave 6 numbers.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Jim Gilmore. If you have a
motion, Jim, it will help frame the discussion.
MR. GILMORE: Kirby, do you have a written
out? Okay. I don’t want to initiate an
addendum. Move to rescind the possession
limit of 5 fish in Wave 6 for the 2017 black sea

bass recreational fishery; made at the May,
2017 meeting. States would maintain their
2016 Wave 6 measures, unless otherwise
approved by the Board.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Thanks for that motion, Jim,
do I have a second? Tom Baum seconds the
motion. Okay we have a motion, now for a
discussion. Is there any discussion? Nicola
Meserve.
MS. MESERVE: It probably isn’t a surprise that
I’m opposed to this motion. I’m looking ahead
to 2018, where we have I believe a 14 percent
reduction in the RHL coming ahead of us. If you
assume that 2017 harvest is the same as 2016
and under status quo rules; that is looking more
like a 30 percent reduction for next year. The
comment was made that this 5 fish doesn’t do
anything for our reduction, but it does do
something in terms of equity, in terms of the
regulations.
Massachusetts has a five‐fish bag limit year
round. We’ve already initiated an addendum
for next year to look at equity. We can begin
that this year, by maintaining the five‐fish bag
limit for Wave 6 for these other states. There is
some uncertainty in the data that this is based
on, certainly.
But the higher bad limits
contribute to that uncertainty in the MRIP data.
That is advice that our Technical Committee has
given us before, so that’s another reason to
have a lower bag limit for this wave.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Tom Fote.
MR. FOTE: If New Jersey had known that they
were going to be cut back at 15 fish in the
winter season, we would have fished the fishery
different; as Massachusetts put it in the
summer. As a matter of fact, we could have put
it in September, since we’re going to have
nothing to fish on, because we closed our
summer flounder season at September 4.
It was interesting, because we weren’t part of
the problem, yet we wound up taking the most
18
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brunt on this cutback, since we basically go
from 15 fish to 5 fish; and because that’s the
way we worked out to stay within our target
levels. I have to support this motion, because
it’s the only fair thing on the table.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Roy Miller.
MR. MILLER: I believe I heard Nicola say, Nicola
did you not say that if this motion passes we’re
looking at a 30 percent deficit for 2018? Did I
hear you correctly?
MS. MESERVE: Yes, by my math if you assume
that 2017 harvest is the same as 2016; we
would have to reduce by around 30 percent
next year.
MR. MILLER: Assuming that prediction comes
true. What is our strategy here, Jim? I don’t
understand why we’re setting ourselves up for a
potential reduction of 30 percent the following
year; in order to take more fish during Wave 6
this year.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Roy, Jim before you go to
them, I just want to make sure we’re clear on
this 30 percent that Nicola has brought up. We
started out this year projecting, based on 2017
catch estimates that we were going to be 17
percent over; if we stayed equal, if we didn’t
change anything. We already have established
the quota for 2018 as a joint body with the
Council.
The 2018 RHL is 14 percent less than this year’s
RHL, already as a result of changes in the stock,
and as it was suggested by the Council’s SSC.
The combination of an overage, if all is
predicted to be the same this year and in
addition to an already 14 percent cut next year,
equals around 30 percent. That is how those
numbers align.
MR. MILLER: Thank you for that clarification,
but if this motion were to pass doesn’t that put
us in even worse shape for 2018?

CHAIRMAN LUISI: It depends on; I’ll just answer
it based on my opinion. It depends on whether
you believe that 17 percent reduction was
necessary at the beginning of all of this;
because if it wasn’t, and if it was just a paper
exercise as a result of MRIP. Then if you truly
believe that we’re going to maintain the RHL
this year, then this won’t matter. I’ll look to
Kirby maybe to help clarify. It really depends on
how much weight you put in the MRIP estimate
as it resulted in the 17 percent reduction
needed this year; Kirby.
MR. ROOTES‐MURDY: Actually, I wanted to
bring up a different point, which was regarding
something I wanted to talk about on the next
agenda item that the Board was aware of at the
May meeting, which is that next week at the
joint meeting.
You know the Council is right now also
considering opening up Wave 1 in 2018; which
is another factor that will complicate evaluating
this year’s harvest to the 2018 RHL, because
there are other harvest factors that are going to
go into 2018, aside from what the measures are
this year. Whatever Addendum XXX, which I
will talk to on the next agenda item propose.
MR. CLARK: Back in May when this came up I
voted for, from a purely defensive standpoint,
as you brought up, Mike that we were looking
at states that had to match the federal water
regulations seeing their regulations blown up;
by not having regulations that would meet the
reductions here. Having said that; I mean, I
really didn’t want to penalize the states of New
York, New Jersey, and Connecticut on this, and
Rhode Island.
But this whole exercise just seems so cynical at
this point; that we take a motion, as Jim said,
done in the heat of the moment, because we’re
presented with some information that is not
good for certain states. These types of things
happen, and now we’re reacting and saying
well, let’s just let it go. I’m just commenting
that it is hard not to come out of one of these
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Board meetings and feel like you need a
shower.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Rob O’Reilly.
MR. O’REILLY: I think I know what’s been going
on, but MRIP certainly had a response about
this; because I know New York talked to MRIP.
But what did MRIP finally say about the data in
Wave 6 for New York? What was the final
conclusion there?
MR. GILMORE: MRIP, if you talk to the MRIP,
John Maniscalco is here, so he actually talked
with them directly. But they essentially said
that they found no error that they’ve checked in
this whatever, so that the estimate is the
estimate. We can try to find flaws in it; but the
only thing that we kind of focused in on was
that we took over the intercept, like all the
other states did this year.
There was some extra effort in Montauk; from
what I understand, in terms of our sampling.
That is one of the inherent problems with MRIP.
You essentially can get one intercept that blows
this whole thing up. We tried to appeal back to
maybe the scientific part of this; and I think
everybody at this Board should think about this.
Adam alluded to; you know was saying some of
the earlier numbers. Those are all accurate,
and they go back decades; so we’re at 10,000,
12,000, 15,000 or whatever.
It’s pretty
consistent. Then all of a sudden in 2016,
300,000, so if you were looking at this from a
scientific standpoint and you were doing your
PhD thesis or something, and said wow that’s
an outlier, I mean throw it in the garbage or not
even put it on the graph.
But now we’re taking that one number, and the
best we should be doing is saying we need to
look at this for two or three years; to see if
we’ve got a different trend or maybe something
with the data. But we’re taking management
actions now on that one data point; which is
probably the worst science we could be doing
right now.

It’s really getting back to the two things. That
point seems to be a big outlier. MRIP is going to
defend it; because they just have their process,
and they’ll tell you that there is a lot of
variability in the estimates within a year and
going up and down the past few years. They’re
not going to come back and say no, we erred on
it, unless they can point to something
specifically that they found in their system,
which is evolving.
They are trying to make it better, but it’s still
not there yet. The other consideration again is
the health of this stock. We’re chasing numbers
again; we’re not looking at this fishery in terms
of where it’s going. I think the other thing we
tried to do at the May meeting; before this
came up was we needed to look at maybe a
comprehensive look at what we’re doing with
black sea bass, which we’re going to discuss in a
little while and next week.
We are just whip sawing everybody with these
measures and whatever; and this is just another
example of it. My plea to the Board right now is
we need to stop doing this; and really just go
back, let this thing ride for a while, and fix the
overall management of black sea bass in
particular.
This is probably the best species to do it with;
because there is very little risk of really having
an impact to the stock, as opposed to
something like summer flounder or some of the
other species, lobster yes. We essentially said 5
percent was irrelevant, in terms of what we
were doing. It was really not doing anything.
But that’s a stock that is really in bad shape.
This one is in phenomenal shape; but we’re
cutting back fishermen.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Follow up, Rob?
MR. O’REILLY: Yes. Jim based on your
comments about the Montauk sampling. Was
2016 the first time New York took on the
sampling like other states did? Okay, because
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I’ve been wondering about those affects in
Virginia as well.
I mean it is a different regime in some respects;
not only with the design methodology that
MRIP have gone through, but also the fact that
you do have dedicated state officials out there
trying to collect samples. I don’t think that’s
been thought about on the impact yet either. I
think that may be a contributing factor, you
know one contributing factor. But thanks.

going to pick up maybe a lot of people we
haven’t picked up before. How do we deal with
it?
We’ve been underestimating the
population, underestimating the catch of that’s
what you’re supposed to be doing over these
years. We found out that numbers are out of
whack. We need to be able to address that.
We’re not saying that everybody overfished;
because that is the solution that we’ve been
getting, and that puts us in this kind of trouble.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Adam.

CHAIRMAN LUISI: Okay, I think we’ve had
decent debate. I’m going to go to the audience
quickly. Any members of the audience want to
make any comment to the motion on the
board? Arnold.
MR. ARNOLD LEO: Just very briefly. I feel that
this motion should be passed; because as Jim
Gilmore pointed out, it’s not like we’re dealing
with sturgeon here. We’re dealing with a stock
which is so abundant that reducing it would be
the wisest course of action. I think that if we
allow this motion to go forward, and we wait
for another couple of years of data. Then we’ll
see where this 300,000 count came from; and
can there proceed after that. Thanks.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Thanks, Arnold. Tom Fote.
Tom, before you go, anybody else from the
audience before I bring it back to the Board? All
right, Tom, go ahead.
MR. FOTE: In 2003, I came to New York’s
defense; because all of a sudden in a three year
period of time they went from a steady 400 to
600,000 anglers all of a sudden up to 900,000
anglers. My response to that is because they
were doing a better job with picking up anglers,
those anglers were there all the time; and we
should have got an increase in the biomass, and
we should have got an increase in New York’s
target. Of course we were ignored back then;
and we’ve been looking at this problem.
This problem is going to happen when we
basically look at all the MRIP figures, and we’re

MR. NOWALSKY: There has been a lot of
discussion this week about what happens when
people feel disadvantaged by a certain decision,
and when somebody else looks at it. I think the
one takeaway we should have had from that is
the question we should be asking ourselves,
and making a decision; is this necessary for the
conservation of the resource? When you look
at the questions around this, there is no way
given the abundance, there is any way I can
justify this is needed for the conservation of this
resource; and therefore I support the motion.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Roy Miller.
MR. MILLER: Very quickly, Mr. Chairman. I just
wanted to make sure that this particular
motion, the geographical extent of what this
motion covers. I gather it does not cover
Massachusetts. They don’t have to rescind
their five‐fish bag limit; am I correct?
CHAIRMAN LUISI: To my understanding the
Massachusetts is not open in Wave 6; if I can
look over to Massachusetts. The action did not
impact Massachusetts. Bob Ballou.
MR. BALLOU: A very difficult issue. I appreciate
the pros and cons that have been offered.
Regretfully, I can’t support this motion. Staring
us in the face is this reduced 2018 RHL, and a 14
percent associated reduction. It just seems
illogical to me to consider further impacting
that; i.e. making a bad situation even worse.
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I don’t like it any more than anyone else does.
Lastly I’ll just note that Rhode Island was
impacted by this. In response we went through
the regulatory process of changing our
regulations from seven down to five. They’re in
place. We took the hit and we implemented it,
and to now, frankly this would just perpetuate
the whip sawing. We would have to now go
back and re‐promulgate a more liberal
regulation, or i.e. back to the seven fish. I get
everything that everyone is saying; and I wish
these issues were easier to resolve. But
regretfully I can’t support the motion.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: All right, I’m going to come
down the table. I saw a bunch of hands. We’ll
start with Nicola Meserve.
MS. MESERVE: Quick point of order. Just
wondering if this will be a two‐third majority
vote.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: It will be a two‐third majority
vote; since it’s a change in final action from
May. Raymond Kane.
MR. RAYMOND KANE: I can’t support this
motion. I mean we did this song and dance in
May, and I keep hearing from New York; well
let’s blame MRIP. But what I’m not hearing in
the conversation is how many intercepts did
they have in Montauk the four prior years?
Nobody can give me a definitive answer on
that; they certainly didn’t have 47.
Instead of being so negative about MRIP, as Jim
said you know we have to let these numbers
play out over the next couple of years. Our
fishermen in Massachusetts have already taken
the hit. We’re at five fish, and I hear from them
all the time. How can these other states take
out their charters and give them 10 and 12 and
15 fish, and I’m limited to five; and I only get
100 days, or 110 days.
I would like to see those numbers prior to ’16
for the number of MRIP intercepts in Montauk.
I would like to see the numbers play out for the

next couple of years. But we certainly didn’t
make that motion in May, because we don’t
have a fishery in Wave 6. Our fishermen would
very much like to have a fishery in Wave 6.
But we’ve been so restricted over the years that
they get like a 110 day season at five fish per
day, a 15‐inch‐minimum size fish. We took the
hit on fluke, we cut that back to four. I can’t
possibly support a motion like this. Let’s see
the numbers play out for another couple of
years from MRIP; and see if their numbers are
true or not.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Lindsey.
MS. FULLENKAMP: I’m recalling from the last
discussion on these Wave 6 numbers. Wasn’t
there some effort, either by the TC or someone
else to sort of smooth the perhaps anomalous
Wave 6 number, and if so did the results of that
change the 17 percent reduction number at all?
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Kirby.
MR. ROOTES‐MURDY: I’m going back through
and looking at my presentation from May; and
I’ll get back to you. But I’m not aware of it at
this point.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Let’s caucus; it’s time to call
the question. This is going to be a two‐thirds
majority vote. Let’s caucus for a minute and
we’ll come back and take a vote. Before we
take the vote, Kirby has an answer to the
question about smoothing.
MR. ROOTES‐MURDY: I looked back through
and consulted with TC members; and we did
not come up with a final estimate that takes
into account smoothing for New York Wave 6
data.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Okay, before I call the
question, we haven’t done a two‐thirds vote at
least while I’ve been around for quite a while.
The way the two‐thirds vote works is that any
state’s vote, whether it’s in favor, in opposition,
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or a null vote, will count towards an actionable
vote, which will go towards the two‐thirds.
Any abstention by any of the federal agencies
does not count as a vote to the two‐thirds
majority. I don’t know if we’ll need a calculator
at some point; but I’m going to go ahead and
read the motion into the record, and call the
question, and this will be a roll call vote. Move
to rescind the possession limit of five fish in
Wave 6, for the 2017 black sea bass
recreational fishery made at the May, 2017
meeting. States would maintain their 2016
Wave 6 measures; unless otherwise approved
by the Board. Is the Commission ready? I’m
going to ask Kirby to call the roll.

MR. NOWALSKY: Yes.
MR. ROOTES‐MURDY: New York.
MR. GILMORE: Yes.
MR. ROOTES‐MURDY: Connecticut.
SENATOR CRAIG A. MINER: Yes.
MR. ROOTES‐MURDY: Rhode Island.
MR. BALLOU: No.
MR. ROOTES‐MURDY:
Massachusetts.

Commonwealth of

MR. ROOTES‐MURDY: I’m going to start with
the Services; National Marine Fisheries Service.

MR. KANE: NO.

MS. FULLENKAMP: No.

MR. ROOTES‐MURDY: New Hampshire.

MR. ROOTES‐MURDY: U.S. Fish and Wildlife.

MR. DOUGLAS E. GROUT: Yes.

MS. SHERRY WHITE: No.

CHAIRMAN LUISI: Okay the vote was 9 in
favor, 4 opposed. The motion needed 9 in
favor to pass; so the motion carries. With that
I’ve been told that lunch is ready. I think we
should take about 20 minutes to go grab lunch.
Please bring your lunch back to this room. In 20
minutes we’ll go ahead and kick off the
discussion about black sea bass; so twenty ‘til
one, we’ll begin the meeting again; thank you.

MR. ROOTES‐MURDY: North Carolina.
MR. BATSAVAGE: Yes.
MR. ROOTES‐MURDY:
Virginia.

Commonwealth of

MR. O’REILLY: Yes.
(Whereupon a recess was taken.)
MR. ROOTES‐MURDY: Potomac River Fisheries
Commission.

UPDATE ON THE BLACK SEA BASS
RECREATIONAL WORKING GROUP

MR. MARTY GARY: Yes.
MR. ROOTES‐MURDY: Maryland.
MS. ALLISON COLDEN: Yes.
MR. ROOTES‐MURDY: Delaware.

CHAIRMAN LUISI: I’ll look to Kirby when he’s
ready to start the next presentation. What
Kirby is going to be presenting to you is a little
more straightforward than the last two
discussions that we had. If you remember back
at the May meeting there was an initiation of a
black sea bass addendum.

MR. CLARK: Yes.
MR. ROOTES‐MURDY: New Jersey.
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Based on the language of the motion and
discussions with the Recreational Working
Group for black sea bass, staff has put together
the outline and the framework of an addendum
that has management alternatives in it. What
Kirby is going to present to you today is what
currently resides in that addendum.
We’re going to be looking to the Board to
determine whether or not what’s in there now
is what you would like to see further analyzed;
whether we’re missing something at this point,
or if there is something in the addendum that
you would like to either modify or delete.
We’re looking mostly for feedback at this point;
as to what’s currently in the addendum. With
that said, Kirby if you’re ready the floor is yours.
MR. ROOTES‐MURDY: I’m going to, as Mike
said, walk you all through this Draft Addendum
XXX, give a little bit of background first, and
then present what’s in this document. It’s a
memo
that
was
circulated
through
supplemental materials. We have printed
copies in the back of the room. I’m going to
highlight what the Rec Working Group
comments were, and their recommendations.
I’ll take any questions, and then to summarize if
you have feedback regarding the current range
of options, and what those options contain, it
would be helpful. If there is something in there
that you would like removed, we would want to
know that now; or if you want more analysis on
some of the options, we would like to know
that now, because timetable wise we would like
to be able to bring this document back to the
Board at the annual meeting for consideration
to go out to public comment.
For today’s presentation, I’m going to just focus
on the proposed management program.
Regarding background, at the May meeting in
2017, there was a motion to initiate an
addendum with options for regional allocation;
regions with uniform regulations and other
alternatives to the current north/south regional

delineation for recreational black sea bass
management.
I worked with Massachusetts staff to develop
options currently in the document; and then got
further feedback from the Black Sea Bass
Recreational Working Group. Again, the aim is
to begin the process earlier; so as to have more
clarity on what management will be sooner in
the year, and to improve fairness and equity in
the fishery.
While that outlines how we got to this point, it
is important to know that this is now a
document of the Board; to further consider and
help guide staff in developing. As we touched
on regarding the 2017 RHL and 2018 RHL, for
this year the Board and Council approved an
approximate 52 percent increase in the RHL
from previously specified in 2016.
For 2018 we are looking at an approximate 14
percent reduction in harvest in the RHL; and
that coincides with a decrease in the projected
biomass for 2018. We are coming down off of a
peak biomass level; based on data through
2015. The proposed management options in
the document are three main ones. They are
the default management program, state
allocation of the annual recreational harvest
limit, with a sub‐option that specifies how those
allocations would be determined based on
timeframes.
Then the third option is a regional allocation of
the annual recreational harvest limit. There are
sub‐options that provide a range of options for
what the regional alignment would be; what the
timeframes would be for basing allocations on,
and then a third sub‐option that specifies what
the management measures would have to be
within those regions.
Option 1 is just our FMP default. What that
means is that annually we have to set with the
council a coastwide set of measures; minimum
size, possession limit, and season to achieve the
subsequent year’s RHL. In recent years we’ve
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moved away from that in having a set of
measures that the Board has approved for the
northern region states; that would meet a
reduction that we’ve been encountering, given
the lower RHLs than what harvest has been in
recent years.
Again, the default approach is to set a
coastwide set of measures. This addendum is
going to present options that move away from
coastwide set of measures in state waters.
Option 2 lays out what state allocation of the
RHL would look like. The idea is similar to
conservation equivalency in the summer
flounder FMP; in that each state would
allocated a share of the annual recreational
harvest limit, and that states would constrain or
be responsible for constraining their harvest to
that allocation, and develop measures
appropriately.
Under this option, state proposals for 2018
measures would need to be developed for
Board approval no later than the 2018 ASMFC
winter meeting, so late January, early February
is when that Board meeting is set. It would
mean that those proposals would need to be
submitted in January, 2018.
Under this option there is a timeframe
specifying state allocations. The document lays
out an initial set of time series. I want to make
clear that this was the first attempt. These have
been perfected by the recreational working
group suggestions; so I’m going to move on to
the next slide and offer up in a little bit what
those are.
The Rec Working Group regarding Option 2
recommended, or for the most part preferred,
removing this option from the document.
There were concerns about, similar to summer
flounder discussion earlier today, having
allocations on a state‐by‐state basis. Regarding
the timeframes, if this option were to stay in
the document, the Rec Working Group
recommended that there should be alternative

timeframes; and those are listed here on the
slides, so A, B, C, and D.
Options A and C include 2016 data; and they are
to be adjusted for New York Wave 6 data. As
we noted in the previous Board discussion
today, there has not been any final
determination on how that smoothing or an
adjustment to the Wave 6 numbers would be.
But that is something that the Technical
Committee and Plan Development Team for this
document could further work on.
But the timeframe options would be 2007 to
2016, 2007 to 2015, 2012 through 2016, and
then 2012 through 2015. Again, those options
that have data through 2016 would be
adjusted; based on concerns over New York’s
Wave 6 data. The Recreational Working Group
wanted the Board to be aware of, generally
speaking what the advantages and challenges
are with having this option included in a
document.
As I said before, each state, one of the
advantages the group felt was important to
make clear is that each state would have an
annual allocation to work from; and then be
evaluated against, in that states could then craft
measures that would meet their states unique
fishery needs. Regarding challenges, much of
the same challenges for sea bass carry over for
summer flounder and scup; looking at
recreational data provided by MRIP.
The timetable for when we normally get current
year data presents challenges. How to evaluate
that data against the measures that are in place
also presents a challenge. Other challenges
would be how to handle neighboring state and
shared water body regulations; that is
something that we’ve struggled with for
summer flounder and specifying that.
Choosing an appropriate timeframe for
allocations that are based on MRIP data also
present challenges. One of the reasons why the
Recreational Working Group members were in
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favor of changing those initially proposed
timeframes was so that anything further back
than 10 years, many felt was not encompassing
of the current population dynamics and stock
status. Two last challenges would be regional
recreational management in summer flounder
has presented similar challenges in trying to
evaluate regional performance. An important
caveat is that when we’re talking about
conservation equivalency or something similar
to what’s in this summer flounder portion of
the FMP.
We do not have in our joint management
document with the Council the ability to wave
federal water measures and have the same
measures in state through federal waters for a
vessel that has one home port. The challenge
we would have with a state allocation is that
you would effectively be having a state
allocation in state waters; and still have
separate measures, one in state waters for that
state and then a federal set of measures.
The third option is moving to a regional
allocation of the annual RHL. Under this
approach each region would have an allocation,
and would develop measures to constrain
harvest at that collective allocation, and similar
to Option 2, proposals would need to be
provided for the Board to consider and approve
at the ASMFC winter meeting.
They would need to be submitted by January of
2018. Option 3A lays out what the regional
alignments could be under this option. For this
sub‐option there are four variations. The first
two offer a two‐region approach, and the last
two build and develop a three or four‐region
approach.
Option A would have a region of Massachusetts
through New Jersey as a northern region;
similar to what we’ve had in recent addenda.
Then Delaware through North Carolina would
be a southern region. Option B somewhat
changes that regional breakdown; where the
northern region would be Massachusetts

through New York, and New Jersey through
North Carolina, and that second region would
be considered the southern region.
A
three‐region
approach
would
be
Massachusetts through New York; that would
be the northern region. New Jersey would be a
standalone region, and Delaware through North
Carolina would make up the southern region.
Part of the reason for why this option was put
forward, this sub‐option is because of the
finding of the stock assessment that showed
that there is a bit of a break in where we see a
difference in abundance for black sea bass;
based on the fishery independent data.
Option D presents a four‐region approach;
where you would have Massachusetts through
Rhode Island as the north region, Connecticut
through New York as a Long Island Region, New
Jersey a standalone region, and then Delaware
through North Carolina as a southern region. It
further partitions out the three‐region approach
to try to get at regional differences in
abundance.
For Option 3B, there are timeframes specifying
how those regional allocations would be based.
I’ll just preface that again, similar to Option 2,
these timeframes have been perfected by the
Rec Working Group; and so a different set of
timeframes have been proposed as what should
be in the document.
Then Sub‐Option 3C tries to specify what the
management within each of the regions would
be, tried to get at concerns of uniformity and
equity regarding those measures. There are
two versions of this. The first would be a
uniform set of regulations within the region.
Every state within that region would have the
same size limit, the same possession limit, and
the same season length. The other version
would be to create uniform percent reduction
liberalization within the region; whereas the
measures would be similar, but they could not
differ beyond a one‐inch size limit, a one‐fish
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bag limit, and for example an approximate 15‐
day difference in season length.

to evaluate performance; as opposed to a
harvest‐based approach.

Getting on to the black sea bass Rec Working
Group comments on this, the group indicated
that this Option 3 of regional allocations was a
preferred approach. Similar to Option 2, having
a different set of timeframes to base those
allocations was preferred; because of concerns
of data going back further than 10 years not
being reflective of the current resources,
condition, as well as the 2016 data.

Another Rec Working Group member suggested
the regional allocation should be based on the
size of their angling population or their
recreational population and the availability of
sea bass to those anglers in turn; and not based
on past harvest performance.
Many Rec
Working Group members prefer going to a
multi‐year averaging of MRIP data to evaluate
harvest; rather than looking at one year at a
time.

Timeframes would be again 2007 through 2016,
with modifications, 2007 through 2015, 2012
through 2016, with data modifications, and
2012 through 2015. Regarding the regional
allocation and comments from the Rec Working
Group, they wanted to highlight some of the
advantages and challenges again.
Each region, in terms of advantages each region
would have the ability to annually allocate and
work from a set number of fish; and craft
measures off of that. Regional allocations in
turn could better reflect regional abundance in
the eyes of some of the Rec Working Group
members. Regarding challenges, the same
MRIP data concerns apply.
There was some discussion on how to handle
regional allocation overages, versus a coastwide
overage. It’s something that we haven’t truly
perfected in other addenda; but it would be
something that could be further clarified in this
addendum. Then as I said before, for Option 2,
similar regional recreational management
challenges that have been in place with regional
management for summer flounder apply to this
approach.
Other
considerations,
there
was
an
accountability sub‐option that was discussed by
the group; and nearly all were against a percent
reduction or pound‐per‐pound payback, due to
concerns about how the MRIP data’s precision
may be unreliable. One Rec Working Group
member preferred using a total‐catch approach

One member indicated that if allocations were
to go into effect, they needed to be revised
regularly; if not annually. Some were in favor of
using a common set of measures to develop
regional measures off of.
An F‐based
management approach was also discussed as a
way forward; given the status of the resource,
and trying to move away from the hard RHL
limit.
But it’s not currently available in 2018 joint
management, based on the Mid‐Atlantic
Council staff’s feedback. One example of what
a common set of measures that states could
work off of would be Massachusetts through
New York would have a five‐fish possession
limit at 15‐inch minimum size, New Jersey at a
10‐fish possession limit at 13‐inch minimum
size, and then Delaware through North Carolina
would have a 15‐fish possession limit at 12.5
inches minimum size; and all regions would
have an open season of 365 and then from
there it would be adjusting their measures to
better hit at regional allocations.
Those lay out the major management
components of the document. The other last
thing would just be about the timeframe; how
long this addendum would be in place for,
similar to recent summer flounder and black sea
bass recreational addenda. There could be the
provision that it would only be in place for one
year, or it could be in place for two years, 2018
through 2019, or for three years.
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But it should be noted that currently we don’t
have a recreational harvest limit specified
beyond 2018. The Board and Council voted
back in February to only specify 2017 and 2018
RHLs, so that would need to be further clarified
down the road. Last, in terms of additional
considerations, similar to what we talked about
earlier this morning on summer flounder.
Rethinking the annual timetable for evaluating
the fishery; and the timeliness of when that
data becomes available obviously presents
challenges for trying to craft the following
year’s measures, for continuing to base that
evaluation on the current year’s preliminary
data.
We have been also subjecting that to a lot of
variability and changes through to the point
where it’s finalized; which as you all know,
means we may be having data that is very
different, in terms of setting measures at the
beginning of the year versus what final data
actually shows through the spring.
As I said before, F‐based management is
something that the group talked about; and
black sea bass may be a better immediate
candidate than summer flounder, given the
condition of the stock. But trying to build that
into the current practice of evaluating harvest
to the RHL presents challenges.
I brought this up before, but it should be noted
that in considering this addendum there is the
possibility that the Council next week, as the
Council and Commission meet jointly, is looking
to open up the Wave 1 fishery in 2018 for all
anglers. At our joint meeting in May, it was a
discussion of an LOA; and at their subsequent
council meeting in June, it changed to being an
open fishery for that first wave, January and
February.
Brandon Muffley is here from the Council; and
can answer your questions if Board members
have that regarding how that discussion may

play out, based on analysis next week. But with
that if there are any other questions that I can
answer on the document, I would be happy to
do so.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Are there any questions on
the addendum document as presented by
Kirby? Rob O’Reilly.
MR. O’REILLY: Thank you, Kirby. Can these be
comments or just questions?
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Let’s get some clarification if
you have a question right now, Rob, and then
we’ll go to actions if we need to take any
actions or comments after that.
MR. O’REILLY: Okay, I’ll make a comment in the
form of a question, which is the time series
approach. Beyond ten years I think Kirby you
said a couple times, might have different stock
dynamics, so I’m not really sure about that. I
mean when you look at, just as a sort of
surrogate look at the landings, the landings are
pretty steady within 1.5 to 3 million pounds for
quite some years. But if you go back in time to
the nineties, they’re quite high.
If you go into the two thousands, they’re more
consistently in the 3 million fish, talking about
fish. There is even an entry I saw, which is quite
remarkable, of 22 million fish in 1986 within the
MRIP data. But aside from that the 2011 year
class and now the 2015 year class a little less so;
from what I’ve been reading anyway, can have
an impact.
If you have a really short time series, you may
be just looking at the way the stock biomass is
now. I think Gary Shepherd told us that with
the assessment that the biomass is definitely
higher in the northern region. I think they cut it
off at Hudson Canyon north and south. But the
numbers of fish are still, you know there is still
abundance in both the southern area and the
northern area; again just using artificially the
Hudson Canyon as the assessment did.
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I think if you don’t have enough years, this may
get slanted more towards what’s occurring right
now; whereas once the 2015 year class gains
some momentum there through the stock, it
could be a pretty short‐sighted idea. Two things
with the time series, one maybe not think about
the last five years, maybe think about the five
years prior, and take a look at that.
I think it would be worth looking at back to ten
years; so in other words don’t worry about 2011
on, worry about before 2011 back to about
2002. That is one suggestion. The other
suggestion is we really get in trouble when we
start looking at having management measures,
at a time when there’s been regulatory
changes.
From 2011 through the present, we’ve had
many addenda. The only consistent area has
been the southern region; using the federal
measures. But the northern region has been
quite variable at time; sometimes not. You
know 2011 of course was when things were
low; and there was liberalization for 2012.
Things are moving a little bit too much there;
more so probably than the coastwide approach
that was in affect before then. I hope you can
think about that.
Then the last
comment/question is with fishing‐mortality‐
based‐rate management, can we get some pros
and cons of that; because it seems that
everyone wants to think that is a positive
direction, and maybe it is.
But I think we need to know some of the other
aspects of that. One aspect is you know a
target used to be set by managers. A target of
late is being set through the analytical
approach. All of a sudden it’s become quite in
the vogue to say let’s go to the target. Let’s
make sure we’re at the target or less.
I guess I’m looking for thoughts about
confinement; what are the confining aspects of
F‐based management compared to what we
currently have in place? That might be a little

bit of a thought process; but I think everyone
needs to know that and not go pell‐mell
forward in that direction, without really getting
a real insight on what’s to involve there. Of
course we do have on example with striped
bass, and there are a couple other examples as
well. But really I at least would like to know
some of the pros and cons involved. I think that
could be done.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: I think that will be done, Rob,
also through the Council process with the
exploration of the F‐based management with
fluke; just something to stay tuned for. But
Kirby, did you have any other thoughts? No, all
right thanks for your comment/questions, Rob.
A little more inflection at the end of each
sentence would have been better, but that’s
okay. You just had lunch, so I understand. Are
there any other questions or comments for
Kirby regarding the addendum? Bob Ballou.
MR. BALLOU:
Thank you Kirby for your
presentation.
As you noted, one of the
challenges under the state allocation approach
is that because there is no provision in the FMP
regarding conservation equivalency, there
would have to be separate federal measures
imposed in federal waters. Would the same be
true under the regional approaches? That is not
stated, but it does seem like it would likely carry
over. You’re nodding yes. Maybe on the record
it would be good to note that would be a similar
challenge.
MR. ROOTES‐MURDY:
As you point out
correctly, the same challenge applies in both
conditions; because the FMP requires a
coastwide set of measures; which we have been
deviating from, in terms of setting state‐water‐
specific measures for northern states. It would
still apply in a regional approach; Option 3 in
the document right now, so I’ll make that note
in the document.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: One of the things, Bob.
Because this differs from how we manage
summer flounder; where we establish the
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precautionary default measures, and it would
go into place if the states don’t take up the
action that is prescribed through an addendum
process. When I read this for the first time and
looked through; that’s what came to my mind
too.
How are we going to be able to blend together
state or regional allocations with federal waters
measures; that the southern states have been
using as their measures for the last however
many years? Rob probably knows exactly how
many years. I think that’s one of the challenges
that we face. This conversation will be had
again next week with the Council; and I think it
will be a good first step to try to figure out how
we might be able to sync those two things
together.
If we are considering black sea bass
management to be similar to how we manage
summer flounder; either by state or by region.
We’re going to have to figure out what happens
in federal waters as a result of that; because it
will have to be somewhat different, so we don’t
have a discrepancy between the federal waters
and the state waters measures, especially for
those states that have abided by that federal
measure for so long. Are there any other
questions for Kirby? Adam Nowalsky.
MR. NOWALSKY: As we’re all aware, the last
assessment gave us a much larger quota to
work off of than what we had previously; and
also informed us that the quotas that we had
been working off of were probably far too low,
relative to what the stock status was when we
go back four to five years.
I haven’t found my time machine yet, can’t take
us all back and change that. But moving
forward, and one of the ideas I’ve brought up
many times is the need to look at some type of
reset on these measures. The reality is that the
stock reached its current level abundance when
we fished under much more liberal regulations
than where we are at today. What can we do
to move in that direction? If anything in this

addendum towards looking at some set of
measures that just say hey, we’re going to go
back here. Here is the harvest. We expect this
is going to be without only comparing to our
last year of harvest. Is there anything we could
do now, and if not is there anything we can
start doing to potentially move to that in the
not too distant future?
MR. ROOTES‐MURDY: I think you’ve brought
up, as you said before, this issue and your
concern. From a staff standpoint it would be
helpful to know what you would like to see in
the document to make that clear; in terms of
how it would be a reset, if you want it to be an
option.
MR. NOWALSKY: I think I would love to see a
set of coastwide measures, 12.5‐inches, and 15
fish, based on some other methodology than
just looking at the last year’s harvest level, not
to use that as the estimation tool for what
those measures might be. Again, thinking
about this in terms of what do we need to
provide conservation of the resource, when we
look at one of the huge problems we’re dealing
with now with the size limits and the low bag
limits are discards.
You get people out there, you go out there, and
you catch fish that you can bring home. Okay,
there are some people that are still going to
spend a full day of fishing. But I can promise
you, it is going to get a lot of people off the
water much sooner, and really get at the
discard issue. That would be what I would like
to see; some type of coastwide measure, a fixed
bag limit, something that gets us back to where
we were a number of years ago, using some
other evaluation methodology other than what
we know doesn’t work.
We know using the last year’s harvest estimate
to predict next year’s catch doesn’t work. We
know that. Let’s seriously try to use something
else, and let’s get back. We’re so far behind the
eight ball. I look at these measures. Rhode
Island, Massachusetts, Connecticut and New
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York, we’re so far behind. Why are we there;
because we missed a year class of fish?

discussions on a stock that is 230 percent over
targets; we wouldn’t be.

We didn’t have the appropriate quota. Now
we’re paying around this table with the hair
we’ve got to try to pull out of our heads. Our
fishermen are paying. People all around the
country are paying the economic price for that.
I would like to think we could do better. That
would be my suggestion; is some type of
coastwide measure with some other type of
method for estimating what the harvest might
be, looking at past performance of the fishery. I
would be very interested in seeing that.

There is something else wrong. I’ve said it
before. Southern New England lobster that’s a
hard decision, winter flounder, northern
shrimp, it shouldn’t be this hard. Let’s look at
what we’re doing wrong and this element of
continuing to go down the road of we’re
already in a huge deficit recreational measures‐
wise. Let’s creatively find a way to pull back to
something that makes more sense.

MR. ROOTES‐MURDY: I guess to get more
clarity. As I pointed out, Option 1 provides a
coastwide set of measures in the plan. What
would be more helpful in developing this
document further would be how this approach
would be different than Option 1.
MR. NOWALSKY: My expectation would be that
if you took Option 1 as it is, you would look at
the 2017 harvest and use that for calculating
your predicted harvest in 2018. That would be
the basis for determining whether or not those
set of measures would pass muster. I’m
suggesting we need to put in place an
alternative mechanism. We talked about a
number of them earlier today; with summer
flounder.
I think a lot of those same arguments carry
water in other recreational fisheries. Whether
it’s total fishing mortality, you know we’ve got a
lot of the working group and TC comments here
about multi‐year averaging. Again, the idea of
going back and just looking at how the
measures performed, there has got to be
something better we can do than just looking at
the one year worth of harvest that could help
correct, get us back somewhere. We are so far
off the highway on black sea bass recreational
management right now. That is the reality. I’m
not sure there is anybody around this table that
can realistically say yes, we are on the right
path to successful black sea bass management.
If we were, we wouldn’t be having these hard

CHAIRMAN LUISI: Okay, I think we’ve got the
message. Kirby has told me we’ll look into it.
But let me look around the table for any other
thoughts regarding the addendum.
Chris
Batsavage.
MR. BATSAVAGE: Yes, discards are certainly a
problem in the black sea bass fishery; when you
consider this is a fishery that is really not a
catch and release fishery, this is one where
people go out with the expectation of taking
some home for dinner. But as a result you have
some fish get thrown back; and they don’t
survive.
One of the biggest challenges we have with
black sea bass, and the same goes for summer
flounder, is the size availability of fish differs
throughout the coast and even in a state;
depending if you’re fishing in deep water or
shallow water. I don’t know if we have the
information to put this forward in this
addendum, but for the regional approach or
maybe a coastwide approach.
Instead of focusing on just a set minimum size
limit, and saying our minimum size limit is this,
bag limit is that.
Provide some sort of
allowance for a couple fish undersize to get to
this issue of dead discards. Perhaps you have
fishermen at least bring something home, or hit
their bag limit a little quicker.
They either move on to some other species or
call it a day, as opposed to still fishing on these
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same spots, throwing back 20 fish for every
keeper or whatever the ratio might be; which is
I think causing some of the problems that we
have with the total mortality, which then limits
what we can set aside for the recreational
harvest limit.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Emerson Hasbrouck.
MR. HASBROUCK: I agree with what Adam said.
If we’re going to take a look at moving in that
direction, is that something that we can just go
ahead and do; or is it complicated by the
Council’s accountability measures with sea
bass? Do we need to think about that as we go
forward?
CHAIRMAN LUISI: You know Emerson, I think it
is going. The fact that this fishery is managed
through the Council process as well is going to
complicate things. But it doesn’t mean we can’t
find some workable solution. As I mentioned
before, actions that have been taken over the
past six months have, in my mind, opened the
door for some creative thinking. While I
somewhat disagree with the approach that
we’ll ever find ourselves back with just a
straight up coastwide measure. I think there
are differences in the regionality of the stock;
and it’s even analyzed that way. I think there is
an opportunity here, and we can certainly have
more of that discussion at the Council meeting
next week; to try to find out where the hang‐
ups might be and what actions might need to
be taken in connection with this addendum for
some future action to sync everything together.
Kirby or Toni, did you have anything else to
offer?
Okay looking around the table, does anybody
have anything else they would like to bring up
regarding the addendum?
Is everybody
comfortable at this point leaving all of the
options, whether they are state‐by‐state
allocations or regional allocations in the
document for further analysis? The plan would
be for this to be further developed and
presented at the October meeting; or the

annual meeting for support to go out to the
public with, prior to the winter meeting of the
Commission. Adam.
MR. NOWALSKY: The only other specific change
I might consider is under the 3C Management
Measures Within a Region. I agree with the
concept of providing some continuity in the
measures. I don’t think the one‐fish possession
limit is enough. I would look at something
maybe up to five; just because of the variances
that might allow in this fishery, and the 15 days
I might recommend look at up to 30 as well.
That size limit is really what a lot of anglers look
at; in terms of am I going to go to that state and
be successful that way. I think that is the key
part, but I think the one fish, given the wide
variety of bag limits we already have, is too
restrictive; as well as the large number of days
we have between states right now. Something
to work to get us closer, but let’s move there,
and smaller increments would be my suggestion
to at least have that option. Leave 1 and 15 in,
but I would suggest maybe having a 5 and 30
option as well.
MR. ROOTES‐MURDY: Yes, I just want to make
sure I understand it correctly, because we’re
talking about the consistency in measures
between states within a region. You’re saying
that you want there to be the flexibility of
neighboring states within a region to have
possibly the difference of five fish in their
possession limit, and possibly the difference of
30 days within their season for states within a
region.
MR. NOWALSKY: I would like that to be
considered as we move forward from right now.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Yes, and if I understand your
point correctly, Adam, you’re suggesting that
because there are such varying differences right
now between the states, it may be
unreasonable to think that they can get within
one fish and get within 15 days of one another.
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The step‐wise approach, which was what you
offered, might be a better alternative.
MR. NOWALSKY: Again, where we are with the
idea that we would come back with a draft
document for public comment in October. I’m
just suggesting we look at that between now
and then for consideration.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Okay, any other thoughts?
Are there any other discussion points? Roy
Miller.
MR. MILLER: I just kind of want to go on record
opposing the inclusion of state‐by‐state
conservation equivalency proposal options;
probably for the same reasons many of the
Working Group members opposed including
that. I think there are some lessons learned
here. We saw what that resulted in for summer
flounder. I would hate to go down that road
again for black sea bass. It just makes us
vulnerable to low sample sizes and chance
events, with regard to parsing apart the state
estimations of total catch with MRIP. That
would just continue to make us vulnerable to
potentially erroneous or not necessarily
erroneous, but potentially anomalous results in
the MRIP survey. I favor deleting the state‐by‐
state conservation equivalency.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Thanks for that point, Roy.
Let’s stay on that topic for just a second. Let
me look around the table to see if anybody has
any thoughts about leaving it in. Nicola.

from the document at this point. I think it will
help with the public discussion. One of the
major benefits to it, which Kirby mentioned is
the accountability that it provides.
It’s the only option that provides individual
state accountability for the performance of the
regulations the state puts in place. That has
been one of the major criticisms of the ad hoc
regional approach; that there has not been the
same level of accountability for all the states
implementing regulations.
Whether it’s true or perception as to how we
got there, the view from a lot of our
constituents is that we’ve been cutting and
cutting. We’ve been on a diet; and other states
have not been. That option addresses that
concern about how ad hoc regional
management has affected states over time.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Matt Gates.
MR. MATTHEW GATES: Yes, I was just going to
speak to the removing the state‐by‐state
allocation option also, for most of the reasons
that Roy brought up. Additionally, on a state‐
by‐state accountability front, I can draw an
example from summer flounder; where we had
consistent rules, and supposedly a declining
stock.

MS. MESERVE: Thank you to Kirby and the
Working Group for getting this document
together. I think we’re setting ourselves up,
hopefully to be a little bit ahead of the normal
schedule for setting sea bass regulations for
next year; which is something that a lot of our
anglers have been asking for.

But in 2015 we harvested 93,000 fish. Then
supposedly in 2016, 218,000 fish, so I’m not
sure how accountability would be applied in a
situation like that; where we did our best and
still the harvest estimates come out to be
something we just couldn’t account for. In
addition to that I think any of these options
need to have, where we have set an allocation
we should reevaluate those allocations
frequently; so they don’t become stale, and
that’s all.

Regarding the state‐by‐state allocation option
that is also something that at least in
Massachusetts, we’re hearing a lot of interest in
at least considering, I disagree with removing it

CHAIRMAN LUISI: Thanks, Matt. In addition to
that point, I think it’s important that given the
work that’s being done to recalibrate past catch
estimates with the MRIP work is going to be
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something that may ultimately change the
allocation scenarios for the future. I think it’s
important to understand that if allocation is to
become the focus of this addendum that there
might be changes in the very near future that
would need to be considered. This is not in any
way setting and chiseling into stone state by
state or regional allocations as we move
forward. I thought I saw another hand over this
way. Was that yours, Bob?
MR. BALLOU: But not on the particular topic, so
when you’re ready to switch, I have another
comment.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Okay, so there have been a
couple comments as to not being supportive of
the state by state; but we also have comments
regarding the continued support. We’re not at
a point in time right now where we need to
eliminate anything. I would feel better if we
had a consensus opinion on the state‐by‐state
allocations.
Understanding that that is not going to be the
case, I think for now we just allow staff to
continue to develop that option; and take a
harder look at it when we sit down in October,
to further evaluate whether or not we want to
put that off to the public. But that would be
what I would like to do at this time right now;
Bob, on another topic.
MR. BALLOU: I want to turn to those timeframe
options. The Working Group did suggest a
refinement, and I do support the Working
Group recommendations. I’m wondering if
there is Board consensus on the Working Group
recommendations. I do support those.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Is there any opposition to the
Working Group recommendations on the
timeframe options? Rob.
MR. O’REILLY: I am not in opposition to what
the Working Group said. But since that time I
have given thought to the idea that if we’re
trying to characterize the stock, for more than

the short term, I’m not sure even the ten‐year
approach does that. What I said earlier I still
think is important; that the regulatory period of
the last six years does play into that time
period.
How does that look compared to a ten‐year‐
time period that ends in 2010 let’s say? I don’t
know how much more difficult it is to assess
that. But clearly we’re looking, once I hear the
word allocation, clearly we’re looking to make
sure we have a sort of homogeneous look at the
distribution of the stock.
Not just the last five years, and maybe not even
the last ten years. I’m not promoting the 20
year, I understand that. But I am sort of
thinking that 2001 to 2010 might be worth
looking at. I hope that is not a lot more work.
That doesn’t counteract what the Working
Group came up with.
MR. ROOTES‐MURDY: I think just building on
the good work that Megan did yesterday on
menhaden; to kind of illuminate how these
become very complicated, depending on how
many different timeframe options you throw in
there. I just want to make clear that you’re
suggesting one additional refinement; so
instead of an A through D, we have an
additional fifth timeframe option of 2001 to
2010, understanding that then affects – that’s
another five variations on regional alignments,
as well as state‐by‐state allocations.
MR. O’REILLY: Sorry about that but yes, I do
think that might be worth a look; perhaps it
may help out a little bit.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Are there any other thoughts
on that? Nicola Meserve.
MS. MESERVE: I think the Working Group’s
comments about the timeframe is really
focused on the impact of climate change on
distribution of sea bass. Thus far that seems to
be a one‐way trend; ignoring the most recent
six years and landings data that is heavily
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influenced by the distribution of sea bass,
seems contradictory to the science.
MR. O’REILLY: I’m definitely not suggesting
ignoring what the Working Group came up with,
I’m just asking for a look at 2001 to 2010. You
know we’ve glommed on to climate change,
and decidedly so. We should. But I don’t think
we’re at a point where the models have been
able to forecast the near time affects.
I mean we’ve got the velocity effects that were
done by Malin Pinsky, do I have that right, at
the Council presented that? We’ve got Jon
Hare’s work, we’ve got other work. We never
really decided, except for black sea bass that
maybe both in spring and in fall it does show a
northward movement, so I’ll agree to that.
You also compounded that with the regulatory
framework since 2011. At the same time the
southern area has been status quo with federal
measures; with no Wave 1. We’re not going to
gain any information on Wave 1, even if there is
a positive result there. In looking at the
landings, I’m just going by the landings. There is
definitely some information that the Working
Group did not consider. I don’t mind if
everyone doesn’t want to do that. I at least
wanted to bring it up. That’s the only question
there.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: We’ve taken note, and I’ll
look to staff to further comment or prepare
information for review at some point along in
our process on that. Rob.
MR. O’REILLY: One small follow up. I heard
earlier there is a 15‐inch size limit in
Massachusetts. You know you get down in the
southern area, we’re 12.5. Then I also know
from Gary Shepherd that the abundance in the
southern area or I’ll say south of Hudson
Canyon, is still there. I just don’t want to leave
something out; that if we narrow ourselves
down too much on the time periods.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Matt Gates.

MR. GATES: My concern with including an
option that goes back, an allocation period that
ends seven or eight years ago; is that now we’re
setting the tone that we’re looking to set in
stone allocations for the long term. I would
really hope that we would not go back down
that path, like we did with summer flounder,
where we’re working with 30 year old
allocations still. It seems that including that
option in there would set that tone in a way we
wouldn’t want to. We could look at things like
total catch; instead of harvest, to help look at
addressing some issues that Rob brought up.
MR. ROOTES‐MURDY: Matt, building on, I think
a previous comment someone made about
setting allocations in stone. It would be helpful
on the staff side, to better understand if this
Board would like to have something specific in
the document that lays out how often
something like allocation would be revisited;
assuming that you would set this addendum in
place for a longer period of time. By default
you could specify that this document would
only be in place a year, or two, and therefore
those allocations would be fixed for that
amount of time. As we know for summer
flounder that can become problematic; if every
year we’re going out and changing, or at least
proposing the option of changing that. If you
want something specific in the document that
outlines how often this would be revisited, I can
put that together.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: All right, I think we got some
good feedback regarding the continued
development of this addendum; and we’ll look
forward to seeing the analysis as it is developed
in October.
OTHER BUSINESS
RSA PROGRAM
That completes our species or action items for
our agenda, and I’m going to move on to Other
Business. I know Emerson brought up a point
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earlier. Emerson, do you want to speak to the
RSA Program under Other Business?
MR. HASBROUCK: Thank you for the agenda
request. Yes, I wanted to raise the RSA issue; to
get us thinking about how we might make it
operational again. The Commission shares
management responsibility with the Council on
several RSA species, most notably the ones this
Board manages; scup, sea bass and summer
flounder.
As I recall the Council voted to suspend the RSA
program a couple years ago; not to eliminate it,
with the intent to take a look at what the
problems were, what didn’t work, what did
work, and to perhaps put together a plan to
restructure the RSA program differently from
what it was previously, to attempt to eliminate
the problems that were present in that previous
program.
I just wanted to initiate some discussion on that
so that this issue of RSA and taking a look at it
again doesn’t continually fall to the back burner
and get forgotten about. I don’t know if the
Council has had any recent discussions about
RSA or the Collaborative Research Committee
of the Council has had any discussion. But I
would like to somehow move the discussion
forward; and as part of that I would suggest
that we perhaps think about putting together a
working group, to examine previous problems
with RSA, and to come up with a plan to move
forward.
That working group should probably include,
obviously people from the Mid‐Atlantic Council,
people from the Commission, GARFO,
Northeast Fisheries Science Center, certainly
law enforcement should be involved, so that we
can know the details of what some of the
problems were with the previous program,
researchers who were involved in RSA in the
past, and maybe even some industry members.
I’m not sure what I need to do to try to move
that forward. Do you need me to make a

motion? Is the fact that I’m just suggesting this
now sufficient to move this forward? I don’t
know if anybody else around the table has any
thoughts or input as well. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: I can answer just a couple
questions from what I know as being part of the
Mid‐Atlantic Council and the current Chair. The
RSA in my knowledge has not been discussed
recently through the Collaborative Research
Committee that kind of had considered taking
up that task.
We do have a committee, the Collaborative
Research Committee and a Law Enforcement
Committee that we could work with the
Commission in establishing some form or a
working group; to consider changes to the RSA
program. I know the one thing that the Council
has discussed is that I don’t believe the Council
would be very open to just turning off the
suspended switch, and flipping the switch to
just reestablishing RSA as it was in the past. It is
going to need a facelift of some kind; due to the
problems associated with it. I would be
comfortable with having this discussion at the
Council meeting, if we can somehow maybe
fold it in next week. There may not be the
opportunity, given that conversation regarding
black sea bass and summer flounder often hit
the end of the line at some point with agenda
discussions. But we can certainly keep an open
dialogue, and come up with a plan to maybe
have this on an agenda item for a future joint
meeting.
Our next joint meeting with the Council will be
in December, and there is an opportunity there
for the discussion about how we can get the
two groups together, perhaps form a working
group; to begin to evaluate how an RSA
program could become a program again. But
with all of that said, I’ll just look around the
table to see if there is any opposition by the
Board to taking that under consideration for
future work down the road. Seeing none;
Adam.
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MR. NOWALSKY: I’ll just offer that I think that
could actually be led by the Collaborative
Research Committee. We did have some
conversation about this at the last Council
meeting.
That Committee already has a
number of the individual types you’ve talked
about on it already; like we did with the last
Demersal Committee meeting, brought in some
additional people here from the Commission as
well. I would certainly be open to doing that at
that level, I think. But I agree that the right
place would be at a joint meeting to have that
discussion.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: With that in mind, we will be
reestablishing the Committee memberships in
October; after the new members of the Council
take their seats. Keeping that in mind, we could
consider how the Collaborative Research Group
could be formed; to make sure that all the
necessary elements and all the necessary folks
are represented. Any other thoughts on future
work on the discussion regarding the RSA
program? Emerson.
MR. HASBROUCK: Then with your permission as
both the Board Chair and the Council Chair
then, what I might do next week is suggest that
we add that as an additional agenda item under
additional business or new business; if time
permits, similar to what we did at our last Board
meeting, and time didn’t permit. If time
permits we can initiate a discussion. If time
doesn’t permit then we’ve got that opportunity
in December.
CHAIRMAN LUISI: Yes and the difficulty with
that Emerson is that at the Council we do other
business at the conclusion of the entire
meeting. Unless you’re planning to stick around
for all the report outs on Thursday, which I
know nobody wants to sit around for. We
might have a challenge there, in having you
bring that issue up to the Council. But, we’ll
talk with Chris and Warren and we can get it on
an agenda for an upcoming joint meeting. I
think that’s a good idea. Okay, any other
business to come before the Board. Bob Ballou.

MR. BALLOU: With a view to giving credit
where credit is due, I want to acknowledge and
credit the state of New Jersey. I’m picking up
off of a recent media release, for launching a
campaign called if you can’t keep it save it;
which focuses on the proper methods and gear
to use to reduce unintentional mortalities that
can occur when summer flounder that do not
meet minimum length requirements are
returned to the water.
It’s the DEP working with the American Sport
Fishing Association and Eagle Claw Fishing
Tackle Company; that are distributing the larger
sized J hooks to help anglers land bigger fish
and reduce the potential for discards. The
hooks can make a difference by reducing the
number of smaller fish that are caught; as well
as risk of serious injury to these fish. I
understand about 20,000 hooks have already
been distributed. Irrespective of all the other
issues going on, this in and of itself is a really
impressive program. I don’t know of any other
state that is doing it; and I just want to credit
New Jersey for doing it.
CHAIRMAN BALLOU: Okay thanks, Bob. Is
there any other business to come before the
Board? Okay before we adjourn, I just want to
remind the Board that as we’ve mentioned a
few times, next week this Board will be meeting
with the Mid‐Atlantic Fisheries Management
Council to discuss specifications on scup,
summer flounder, black sea bass, as well as
developments with the summer flounder
commercial side of the Comprehensive
Amendment.
The Bluefish Board will be there as well. If
you’re on the Bluefish Board, we’ll cover the
bluefish specifications as well. That meeting
will convene on Tuesday, August 8, at one
o’clock.
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ADJOURNMENT
CHAIRMAN LUISI: With all of that said; seeing
no other business, this meeting is adjourned
and I will see you all next week.
(Whereupon the meeting adjourned at 1:50
o’clock p.m. on August 3, 2017)
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